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ABSTRACT
KELLEY POCHE-RODRIGUEZ
AN ANALYSIS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL SATB AND SAB CHORAL SIGHT READING
CONTEST LITERATURE
The purpose of this study was to conduct an analysis of Texas University
Interscholastic League (UIL) SATR and SAR middle school sight reading contest
literature from 2006-2012 and the corresponding raUngs. Baritone rdnge in SAB
literature spanned from P'1- to M7, \vhile Tenor and Bass Sf-\TR ranges covered rn:) to
Mo. SATB selections had a higher r;Jtio ot root-position chords (75.10(¾1) than SAR
(:~7.40°«)). \/Vhi]P only 35(¾) of Varsity rrnxed choirs re;.1d SA.TH iiter;:1tu1·t, the

1Yit\c111

score (3.76) was 3.06 points better them for SAB (6.82) (lower score= higlic'r

rating), indicating that middle school 1nixed choirs haci a higher su(:rcss r;Oitc at

u:1,

Sight Reading Contest when reading SATB literature. Perhaps adolescent boys \Nith
changing voices are able to be more successful singing within the rnorc Ii mited

r,1nges of the Tenor and Bass parts. Further study is needed to examine the 111erits or
SATB repertoire for adolescent males.
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CHAPTERI
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Adolescent Vocal Ranges

"The voice should not be made to fit the music, the music should be made to fit
the voice" (Collins, 1982, p. 5). When selecting choral literature for adolescent
singers, it is important to understand the intricacies of these young singers' voices
and their oft-changing vocal ranges and abilities. Voice mutation, occurring in both
adolescent males and females, is one of many physiological and psychological
changes that occurs during puberty (Gackle, 2011). Choral directors face unique
challenges as they seek to find appropriate literature for choirs filled with changing

voices.
The Adolescent Female Voice

Though the characteristic symptoms of voice change may be less drastic in
adolescent females than in males, they are present nonetheless. Such symptoms
include the following: (a) lowering of the mean speaking fundamental frequency, (b)
increased breathiness and huskiness of tone, (c) more-frequent incidences of voice
cracking or breaking, (d) noticeable register breaks or transition points [passagi]
within the singing range, (e) decreased and inconsistent range capabilities
(tessituras tend to fluctuate), (f) insecurity of pjtch, causing intonation problems,

1

(g) noticeable changes in tone quality, and (h) discomfort when singing or frequent
difficulty initiating phonation (Gackle_, 2011, pp. 11-12).
Gackle (1991, 2011) developed a series of vocal phases for adolescent females
which coincide with the stages of pubertal development (see Figure 1). Her ranges
have been endorsed by several noted scholars and choral educators, including
Cooper (1999), Cooksey (1999) and Haston (2007). Phase I, Prepubertal or
1

Unchanged, is characterized by a clear, flute-like vocal quality and extends
anywhere from ages 8 to 11. During this phase, the female voice is typically flexible
and agile, with no obvious register breaks, and closely resembles the male voice at
~his age. Gackle recommends assigning girls in this stage to the Soprano I voire pc1rt
Phase IJA, the Pre-menarcheal Phase, is when mutation begins. As females enter this
phase, the first signs of physical maturation begin to appear, including breast
development, height increase, and the development of other secondary sex
characteristics. During this stage, girls f::'Xhibit mm e breathiness of tone, and register
changes, or passagi. range from F4-A_#4. Girls may experience a loss of their upper
register and may have some difficulty in the lowest part of their range.
Recommended voice parts are either Soprano II or Soprano L
The third phase_, IIB the Post-menarcheal Phase, represents the pubertal stage 0t
1

the highe~t point of mutation, At this point of development, the voice sounds husky,
register changes appear between F4-A.tt4 and D5-F#S, and lower notes are more
easily produced, giving the illusion of an Alto quality. Girls in Phase IIB may

2

experience some difficulty or discomfort with singing in that voice cracking and
breathiness frequently occur and vibrato may begin to appear as the voice
progresses through this phase. Recommended voice parts are either Soprano JI or
Alto.
In the final phase, Phase III, the Young Adult Female, the voice is characterized by
a timbre that begins to approximate a young-adult quality. Tone becomes richer,
range increases, breathiness decreases, registers are more consistent, and the voice
is more flexible and agile. The D5-f#S register change is more apparent in this
phase, in addition to an increase in volume and resonance capabilities.
Recommended voice parts include Soprano I, Soprano II, and Alto. Research
undertaken by Williams, Larson, & Price (1990) affirmed many of the characteristics
attributed to Gackle's four phases of female vocal development.

t)

!:>U

E.l1!1se _I_;_
Prepubertal

Phase IIA:
Pubescence/
Pre-Menarcheal

Phase 11B:
Puberty/
Post-Menarchc31

Plla::,e 111_,
Young Adult/
Post-Menarchcal

Figure 1. Gackle's Phases of Vocal and Pubertal Development in Adolescent Females.
Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from
"Finding Ophelia's Voice, Opening Ophelia's Heart: Nurturing the Adolescent Female
Voice," by L. Gackle, 2011, Heritage Music Press, pp. 21-24.

The Adolescent Male Voice
While pubescent female vocal ranges and identifying characteristics of the
various phases are important considerations in the composition and selection of

3

choral music for young singers, the phases of vocal maturation among adolescent
males pose infinitely more difficulties for the composer and choral educatoc. The
male vocal anatomy undergoes drastic changes during puberty. Due to the increase

in the sex hormone testosterone, the following changes will occur: (a) increase of
length and thickness of vocal folds, (b) descent of the larynx, ( c) growth of the
laryngeal structures, (d) development of thyroid cartilage, or "Adam's apple," (e)
increase in breath capacity, and (f) increased size and space within the resonating
chambers (Gackle, 2011, p. 13). The end-product of these changes is roughiy an
octave drop in the male range (Collins, 1999; Cooksey, 1999; Gackle, 2011; Swanson,
1961).
When the male is in the midst of pubertal change, however, the voice can become
somewhat unmanageable and uncertain (Swanson, 1961). Prior to the 1950s and
1960s, pedagogical practice dictated that boys stop singing during the years of vocal
mutation, as continuing to sing was considered dangerous (Collins, 1982; Cooksey,
1977a). After attending a campout with some adolescent boys, who sang willingly
around the campfire, Cooper realized that boys in this stage were indeed able to
sing, but the ranges and keys of music with which they were presented in the nrnsic
classroom were unattainable and thus unlikely to facilitate successful tone
production. He found that when the boys sang a cappella and were free to select a
key in which they could sing comfortably, they were able to engage in "ambrosial
1

harrnony' (in Collins, 1982. p. 5).
4

Cooper thus developed the Cambiata Concept, that postulated boys could
continue singing during the duration of vocal mutation without doing any harm to
their voices, as long as they sang music within their appropriate range and tessitura
limitations. Cooper stated: "The voice should not be made to fit the music, the music
should be made to fit the voice" (in Collins, 1982,
p. 5). The Cambiata Concept prescribed three appropriate ranges for junior high

singers (see Figure 2), Soprano, for both girls and boys; Cambia ta, or first stage of
change; and Baritone, or second stage of change.
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Figure 2. Junior High Ranges in Cooper's Cambiata Concept.

Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from "The
Cambia ta Concept: More Than Just About Changing Voices,." by D. Collins, 1982,
Choral Journal 23(5), p. 6.

Center to the Cambiata Concept was the importance of singing in teaching music
to adolescents (Collins, 1982). Cooper's emphasis on music making was a precursor
to Elliot's praxial philosophy of music education. which sets forth that music is first
and foremost an activity; to best learn it, one must do it (Elliot_. 1995). In 1972
5

Cooper founded Cambiata Press, which was at the forefront of publishing choral
music designed specifically to accommodate the ranges of boys' changing voices. In
making publication of accessible music a priority, Cooper helped ensure that boys at
this age were not continuing to be systematically denied a praxial music education.
Two additional theories regarding the male changing voice included McKenzie's
Alto-Tenor Plan and Swanson's Adolescent Bass Theory. McKenzie's plan suggested
a voice part called "Alto-Tenor," which, as its name implies, lies between the
standard Alto and Tenor ranges. He considered this stage to be the beginning phase
of the voice change process. The criterion established by McKenzie for determining
that the Alto-Tenor phase had been reached was a boy's ability to sing F4 (Cooksey,
1977a). McKenzie's plan included six yoice parts for boys: Soprano I, Soprano II,
Alto, Alto-Tenor, Junior High Baritone (a), and Junior High Baritone (b) (see Figure 3
for ranges). Both Cooper and McKenzie believed that the Junior High Bass was a rare
phenomenon.
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Figure 3. Ranges of McKenzie's Alto-Tenor Plan.

Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from "The
development of a Continuing, Eclectic Theory for the Training and Cultivation of the
Junior High School Male Changing Voice. Part I: Existing Theories," by J.M. Cooksey,
1977a, Choral Journal 18(3), p. 11.
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Swanson's Adolescent Bass Theory concluded that the adolescent voice change
was directly related to the onset and development of sexual characteristics during
puberty, with the most useful predictor being secondary sexual characteristics, such
as pubic hair growth (Swanson, 1961; Cooksey, 1977a). He asserted, somewhat
controversially, that the voice changed rapidly, and thus he considered the term
11

cambiata" a misnomer. Swanson found that many adolescent Basses had what he

deemed a "blank spot" between C4-F4 in which pitches could not be phonated
(Swanson, 1961).
One of the most widely-accepted theories regarding the male voice change
process was that developed by Cooksey (1977a, 1977b, 1977c, 1978, 1999). His
seminal 1977 work included a synthesis of many earlier theories, including those by
Cooper, McKenzie, and Swanson, in conjunction with his own research to produce
what he termed his "Continuing and Eclectic Theory for the Training and Cultivation
of the Junior High Male Changing Voice" (1977a, 1977b). Cooksey affirmed: "The
voice change process in adolescent boys is a predictable, sequential, but sometimes
erratic process which generally takes place over a period of one to two years" (1999,
p. 12). Cooksey's stages are similar to those of earlier theorists; however, he
provides a more detailed description of the intermediate stages of change. While

7

McKenzie's an? Cooper's plans show rather drastic changes in range between
phases, Cooksey's plan accounts for the steady development of the male range in
smaller increments of change (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Cooksey's Stages of Vocal and Pubertal Maturation in Adolescent Males.

Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from
·'Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999., Concordia Publishing, p. 13.

When a boy progresses from the Unchanged Stage to the Midvoice I Stage, he will
often lose some of his higher pitches (usltally CS-FS). As his height and weight begin
to increase, his vocal cords start to grow, causing cartilage structure and muscles to
develop dround his vocal cords. During this phase, initial stages of sexual
development begin to occur, e.g. increase in size of primary sex organs and first
appearance of pubic hair. Cooksey states the average age of onset is 12-13 years,
and this phase can last from several months to a year.
The next phase, Midvoice II, is marked by the emergence of the falsetto register.
appearance 0f register lift points, and some loss of coordination. Average age of
onset is 13 years, and this phase can last 12-13 months. The Midvoice IIA Stage is
when the voice 1s most vulnerable to abuse. With onset at 13-14 years of age, and
8

lasting from 1-10 months, Cooksey (1999) maintains this phase is vocally
challrnging. The falsetto can be difficult to access, singers can lose agility as the
range lowers, and boys can become prone to pushing or forcing tone at range
extremes. ('There are coordination problems with the control of sound, particulariy
if the voice is forced to sing out of the restricted range. This is the time when many
vocal problems are created, and serious dysphonias appear'' (Cooksey 1977b
1

1

p. 13). Physical characteristics of the Midvoice II and IIA Stages include a clearly
1

1

prominent 'Adam s applet continuing increase in height and weight a disparity in
1

body proportions, and a rapid growth of the head. As lungs grow larger breathing
1

capacity increases, ,md primary sexual characteristics are clearly manifested.
This stage is followed by the New Baritone Stage, in which the range begins to
stabilize. W'hile falsetto can be produced more easily, there is less pitch agility, due
to the increasing strain to produce notes at the top of the range. This is when
Swanson s (1961) (/blank spot" often begins to appear\ and boys are unable to
1

produce pitches, typically between C4-F4. Onset usually occurs around 14 years of
age and lasts for 3-5 months. Weight increases begin to subside, and there is a
cessation of height increase. This is the pinnacle of the development of sexual
characteristics, when facial hair begins to appear and develop, chest and shoulder
dimensions continue to increase, and the vocal cords reach maximum length, having
grown 1 cm. since the onset of mutation. The singing voice is marked by a loss

of

childlike Suprano qualities, but still lacks a fully developed adult sound. Resonation
9

capabilities in lower extremes are not fully reached. The voice remains Iight, but
approximates the mid-Baritone sound.
Finally, the young male enters the Settling Baritone, or "Emerging Adult Voice"
Stage. vVith onset at 14-15 years of age, the singer sees a gradual expansion in his
range and vocal capability. Vocal production is more consistent, with a clearer and
more focused falsetto register. The chest, shoulders, and muscles continue to
develop, but height and weight, body metabolism, and heart rate become stabiiized.
The singing voice is marked by an increase of body and resonance of tone, along
with emerging adult qualities. Voice classification becomes easier to determine. If
the voice is to become Tenor, some lower notes may disappear.
Onset of Voice Change

Though several educators and researchers have proposed sets of recommended
singing ranges appropriate for adolescent singers in various stages of development,
perhaps the two most widely accepted range recommendations today are Gackle's
(2011) for girls and Cooksets (1999) for boys. Table 1 shows Gackle's (2011) ages
ot onset for her four phases of puberty in adolescent females (from Figure 1 ).
Cooksey's research on the stages of male vocal maturation has been replicated and
upheld (Rutkowski, 1985); however, other researchers (Killian & Moore, ic-Jg7;
Killian & Wayman, 2010; Moore ,1995; Rutkowski, 1985) assert that the age of onset
of vocal mutation in boys is occurring earlier and earlier. Cooksey (1999) submitted
the mos( :1ctive phase of the voice change occurs on average between 12.5 and 14
10

years of age, the precise ages of most US middle school 7th and 8th grade boys.
Cooksey (1977b) found 8th grade to be the time when the most dramatic voice
mutation occurred, and that the most dramatic changes happened over a span of
1.5 -2.5 years.

Table 1

Ages of Onset for Gack/e's Phases of Vocal and Pubertal Development in Adolescent
Females

Phase

Age of Onset

Name

Ends 8-11

Prepu bertal Phase

IIA

Pubescence/ Pre-Menarcheal

11-13

IIB

Puberty/ Post-Menarcheal

13-15

III

Young Adult Female/ Post-Menarcheal

14-16

1

Note. Adapted from "Finding Ophelia's Voice, Opening Ophelia s Heart: Nurturing
the Adolescent Female Voice/' by L. Gackle, 2011, Heritage Music Press, pp. 21-24.
Research supports the assertion that the adolescent voice change is occurring
earlier. Moore (1995) showed that in 1939 the mean average age of voice change
for boys was 14.25, but in 1972 it lowered to 13.8, and in 1978 it fell to 13.5.
Rutkowski (1985) found that 50% of 6th grade boys (generally ages 11-12) had
begun voice mutation by the end of the school year; however, Moore (1995) showed

that less than 1 %) of 7th grade boys (generally ages 12-13) had unchanged voices at
11

the beginning of the 7th grade year. Moore's findings were upheld by Killian
(1999a), who found that 81.4% of 6th grade boys were in one of the changing voice
categories. She found only 18.6°/o of 6th grade boys to be unchanged, in contrast
with Rutkowski1 s (1985) findings of 50%. The large number of 6th grade boys 'Nith
changing voices singing in choral festivals would also appear to support this
assumption (Killian, 1998). A survey of 40 elementary music speciali.sts showed I.hat
100% reported having 6th grade boys with changing voices, 82.5% reported having
5th grade boys in mid-change, and 47.5% reported having 4th graders vvhose voic12s
were changing (Killian & Moore, 1997).
Using Cooksey's stages of adolescent male vocal development, Moore (1995)
tested a group of 60 seventh grade boys in the fall semester and again ln the spring
semester. Table 2 shows the mean ages of the boys in the class during each
1

~em ester, as well as each phase of voice change. Moore s data supports the
l1ypothesis that the voice change process is indeed beginning earlier. Gackle (2011:,:
stated that girls are also entering menarche and going through puberty earlier than
their mothers did. What this means for middle school choral educators, \Nho usul,~iiy
teach students ages 11-14, is that they can expect to have boys and girls of all stages
of voice change in their choirs at any given time. It also means that the issue of tlw
changing voice may no longer be the sole domain of the middle school or junior high
director; earlier onset of voice change means that elementary school music teachers
can expect to see more boys with changing voices in the:r choirs.

12

In order to ensure a positive and successful musical experience, it is crucial for
choral directors to be able to accurately place singers on appropriate voice parts,
according to their stage of voice change and range capabilities. Killian (2003),
however, noted that choir directors seem to be vastly underestimating the number
of boys with changing and changed voices in their choirs. She polled music teachers,
asking them to list the total number of boys grades 4-9 (N = 27,350) in their
programs and to estimate how many boys had changing voices. The results were
startling in that estimates were so much lower (see Table 3) compared with the data
presented by Killian (1998, 1999a), Killian & Moore (1997), Moore (1995), and
Rutkowski (1985). For example, directors reported an estimate of 38.8% unch;=mged
voices among boys in 7th grade, while Moore showed this number to actually be less
than 1 %. Possible explanations for this discrepancy in numbers might include
educators' lack of familiarity with Cooksey's stages of male vocal maturation and the
fact that early stages of voice change can be subtle and difficult to detect.

13

Table 2

Moore,.s Mean Ages of 7th Grade Boys in Various Stages of Voice Change Compared
With Cooksey's Suggested Ages of Onset
Stage

Average Age: Fall

Average Age: Spring Cooksey's Age of Onset

Entire Class

12.8

13.0

N/A

Unchanged Voice

12.8

*

0-12

Midvoice I

12.6

*

12-13

Midvoice II

12.7

13.1

13

Midvoice IIA

12.9

1

New Baritone

12.9

13.6

14

Settling Baritone

13.0

13.4

14-15

13-14

Note. N==60. *=no boys in this category Adapted from "The Adolescent Male
C!1anging voice: A study of Age and Attitudinal Comparisons by M. C. Moore, 1995,
Master's thesis, p. 8, and "Working ·with Adolescent Voices/ by J. Cooksey, 1999,
Concordia Publishing, pp. 14-17.
11

14

Table 3

Choral Directors' Estimates of the Percentage oJTotal Boys, Grades 4- 9 in Their
Programs With Changing Voices
1

Grade

Unchanged Voices

Changing Voices

4

82.6%

6.7%

0.9%

s

66.5%

16.5%

3.2 11/0

6

54.4%

27.5~10

6.9%

7

38.8%

40.6%

1"'U.t...,o.
lo

8

18.7%1

41.8%

28.7%

9

5.1%

27,8%

55.7(%

I

Changed Voices

1

Note. N = 27,350 boys grades 4-9. Adapted from ''Choral Directors Self Reports of
Accommodations Made for Boys' Changing Voices by J. N. Killian, 2003, in Texas
Music Education Research p. 7.
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Voice Classification Process
An important aspect of successfully teaching adolescent male singers is proper
knowledge of techniques for proper voice classification. Though the sexual and
physical characteristics discussed previously can give clues as to a boys' stage of
voice maturation, perhaps the single most noticeable and reliable indicator of voice
change is the pitch of a bo/s speaking voice (Cooksey, 1999; Joseph, 1Q69; Killian &
Wayman, 2010). "The speaking voice changes faster than the singing voice, but is a
fairly reliable indicator timbre-wise of the initial and high point phases of the
15
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singing voice mutation (Cooksey, 1977b, p. 15). The speaking voice will usually
lower from about C4 (Middle C) at age 10 to about F3 at 14 years of age and to C3
when a male reaches age 18 (Cooksey, 1977b ).
Voice assessment should start with the determination of a boy's speaking pitch,
as it is a good indicator of an adolescent boy's lowest terminal pitch (LTP). Speaking
pitch can be ascertained by having a boy recite the "Pledge of Allegiance/I while the
teacher finds the corresponding pitch. There are, however, discrepancies in the
literature as to how closely the speaking voice and the LTP are situated. Joseph
(1969) posited that the speaking voice of most adolescent males tended to be an
average of a 5th above their LTP, while Killian and Waymann (2010) suggested it
was three to four semitones above the LTP, Cooksey (1999) positioned it at two to
four semitones above LTP, and Dilworth (2012) placed the speaking voice at two to
three semitones above the LTP.
Directors should look closely for signs of straining as boys try to sing higher
notf's. Such signs may include a furrowed brow, raised eyebrows, a pained look, or,
11

what Roe described as the "goose neck (1994, p. 177). Roe explained that when a
boy's voice begins to lower, "a celestial brilliancy forewarns the teacher that the
11

change is coming (1994, p. 17). The rate of change will vary with the individual
(Cooksey, 1977a). Cooksey (1997b) considered range, tessitura, and vocal timbre to
be the most important factors in each stage of change. He believed that age and
grade level, \vhile important criteria, were not as reliable indicators of voice
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classification as pubertal stages. Cooksey also offered some physical indicators of
vocal change: (a) development of primary and secondary sexual charactetistics; (b.)
rapid growth in height, weight, skeletal structure, and other body parts; (c) dramatic
endocrine gland secretions affecting basic body metabolism, blood pressure, general
body growth; and (e) major mutation of the speaking and singing voice (1977b,

p. 5).
Appendix A is a voice classification form for male singers, adapted from Cookse/s
stages of vocal maturation. It can be used with adoiescent boys in an effort to assist
them with tracking and better understanding their individual vocal development.
This also provides the choral director a tool to aid him/ her in staying abreast of
developments in students' range abilities. Researchers concur that directors of
adolescent boys need to respond quickly to signs of strain and indicators of voice
change (Collins, 1982, 1999; Cooksey, 1977b, 1999; Dilworth, 2012: Freer, 2007;
Ioseph, 1966; Killian, 19971 1999a, 2003, 2010; Moore, 1995; Roe, 1994; Rutkowski,

l 98S; Swanson, 1961). The successful choral director of middle schuol boys shouid

rer,1ain a ware of the current stage of each boy's voice change through frequent
assessment, and must be ready to adapt quickly to the boys' rapidly changing needs
(Killian, 2003: Perkins, 1986; Swanson, 1961).

Challenges of Standard Choral Repertoire Ranges
Chorai music is written for specific voice parts. The two arrangements used for

mixed choir sight reading contest literature in the state of Texas arc SATB,
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indicating Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass; and SAB, specifying Soprano, Alto, Bass (or
Baritone) (Texas University IntersGholastic League, 2011a). Cooper noted the
importance of each voice having a comfortable part to sing, compatible with his or
her range (in Collins, 1982). Cooksey (1977 c) posited that the Mid voice II stage for
boys' mid-change is an especially important period for correct part assignment. The
tessitura of the Mid voice II stage is from G3-F4, spanning less than an octave, and
lying between the traditional Alto and Tenor ranges of most mixed music. The
changing, and often limited, ranges of adolescent boys creates substantial rhallenges
for the composer and director in providing appropriate choral literature for these
young singers.
Most SATB music seems to have been composed with fully developed adult voices
as the target performing audience, and is, in fact, unsuitable for use with adolescent
choirs (Cooksey, 1978, 1977a). In SATB literature, the Tenor part is usually too low
for Mid voice II to sing, while the Alto part is too high, often requiring many abrupt
pitch and register changes, and the Bass part is too low for changing Baritones
(Cooksey, 1978). Traditional Soprano ranges may climb too high and Alto range~
may be too low for girls in Gackle's Stages IIA or IIB.
Another option for mixed choirs is to perform music with only three parts, yet
many range difficulti.e~ are present there as well. At the heart of the dilemma p.Jsed
hy middle school SAB choral literature lies the vocal range of the Baritone part. The

"Baritone" section in many 7th and 8th grade mixed choirs is often comprised of
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adolescent boys who are in the midst of various stages of voice mutation. In fact,
using Cooksey's (1999) stages of vocal maturation in conjunction with the
previously discussed data regarding the age of onset of the various stages in boys
today (Killian, 1999a; Killian & Moore, 1997; Moore, 1995; Rutkowski, 1985), a
middle school director programming SAB music with his/her 7th and 8th grade
mixed choir could realistically expect to have boys with six distinct range abilities
11

who would be expected to sing the same "Baritone part. Cooksey (1978) pointed
out that the ranges of SAB literature do not accommodate male changing voices in
Midvoice II and IIA. Other issues with SAB literature include less satisfying
harmonic sonorities (perhaps due to the large number of chords required to be in
inversion), thin vocal textures, and great fluctuation of the Baritone range and
tessitura (Cooksey, 1978).
Another mixed choral configuration, generally tailored more towards adolescent
voices, is the three-part mixed. In this arrangement, the parts are often labeled using
gender-neutral numbers (i.e. part I, II, III). The structure is similar to that of SAB
11

literature, however, the "Bass part is generally narrower, has fewer skips, less
challenging melodic contours, and is generally less difficult than that of an SATB or
SAB Bass part (Killian, 1999b). The three-part mixed "Bassl} part is purposefully
restricted to a very limited range (usually less than six notes, often G3-D4) to
~ccommodate boys with changing voices (Killian, 1999b). "Three-part mixed is
u~utllly recommended for the less experienced choirs with boys whose voices are
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beginning to change, whereas SAB is written for the older mixed choirs with more
mature male voices" (Collins, 1999). Killian (1998) recommended use of three-part
mixed music with early changing-voice boys, often found in 6th grade, and
suggested reserving the wider ranged SATB and SAB literature for boys in later
stages of the voice change. Three-part mixed choir music is not one of the current
voicing options allowed in Texas University Interscholastic League (UILJ Sight
Reading Contest literature (Texas UIL, 2012b).
Though SATB, SAB, and three-part mixed are the three most commonly compost:d
choral arrangements specifically designed for use by mixed choirs, many directors
of adolescent boys turn to alternative voicing configurations (Killian, 1998). In fact.
both an analysis of middle school mixed choir contest literature choices and a
survey of literature preferred by directors of boys with changing voices showed that
Soprano/ Alto (SA), or two-part, literature was the most frequently performed
(Killian, 2000, 2003). Use of SA literature with boys mid-change, however, poses
many difficulties in terms of range (Killian, 1998, 1999b, 2000). The often widelyreaching Soprano part will be too high for boys sung at pitch) and too low if sung
down the octave. The same may be true of the Alto part (Cooksey, 1978). In fact, in a
study of boys undergoing voice mutation, Killian (1999a) found that 33°1b of boys
would not be able to successfully negotiate the pitches for either voice part man SA
arrangement in either octave. If males in a mixed choir are all fairly early in the
mutation process, a director may find some success using SSA (Soprano I, Soprano
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II, Alto) literature. Issues arise, however, regarding the appropriateness of texts for
boys and the social acceptability factor presented by the labels of the, traditionally
female, voice parts.
Unison music, often considered to be the most accessible of music, is also
problematic when used with mixed choirs including changing voices. Though, at
first glance, it might seem easier to teach novice singers on a single part, finding a
range to accommodate the numerous vocal abilities of middle school singers is a
serious challenge. In fact, Cooper called unison singing with early adolescents
liunfruitful" (in Collins, 1982, p . 8). Cooksey (1978) said that unison singing might be
used successfully with 7 th graders because there are few changing voices. However,
the onset of voice change seems to be occurring earlier, as demonstrated by Moore's
(1995) study that indicated less than 1 % of 7 th grade boys had unchanged vnk:es in
their fali semester of school.
Other, perhaps more successful, voicing options available for male gender choirs
include TTBB (Tenor I, Tenor II, Bass I or Baritone, Bass II), TTB (Tenor I, Tenor Il,
Bass), and TB (Tenor, Bass). In using these arrangements with mixed choirs,
however, many of the same problems posed to boys by SSA or SA literature are then
encountered by girls, providing a less than optimal solution.
When all of the various stages of both the male and female voice change
processes are taken into consideration,, it is easy to understand the difficulty facing
composers of mixed music for adolescent singers. It is quite a daunting task to try to
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accommodate all of these students' vocal ranges while still composing music that is
complex, meaningful, and interesting. Since a student mid-change may not readily fit
into the typical Soprano, Alto., Tenor, or Bass section, Cooksey (1999) provided set~

of composite ranges for youth choirs, including recommendations for unison
singing (p. 35). The following figures outline his guidelines for unison (Figure 5),
two-part (Figure 6), three-part or SAB (Figure 7)1 and four-part or SATB (Figure 8)
configurations for use with adolescent choirs. Figure 5 illustrates the difficulty of
programming unison music with adolescent mixed choirs. While it is irnpossibie to

find a range that works for a true unison, even when singing in two different
octaves, the accessible range is limited to that of a minor 6th, thus imposing
considerable compositional restriction. The ranges are also quite limited in
Cooksey's two-part composite ranges, Though the ranges of the three-part and fourpart arrangements are not quite as constricted as that of the unison configuration,
neither are the ranges very wide. It is also worth noting that both the three-part, or
SAB, and four-part. or SATB, configurations require boys in certain st"i.ges of change
to sing the highest two parts, traditionally labeled the Soprano and Alto, and
traditionally performed by female singers.
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Unchanged.

New and Developing

Male, Female,

Baritone

Midvoice I/ II/ IIA

Figure 5.Cooksey's Composite Ranges for Adolescent Unison Singing.
Adapted from ('Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia
Publishing, p. 66.

~ t: r~ I
High School Girls,
Unchanged, Midvoice 1,
Baritones doubling
octave lower

II

·o

-~

r

I~

High School Tenors.
Possibly some girls
who have lower ranges,
Perhaps some Midvoice I's,
Midvoice II, IIA

Figure 6. Cooksey's Composite Ranges for Adolescent Two-Part Singing.
Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from
"Working ·with Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia Publishing, p. 66.
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Unchanged
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Feniale,
Midvoice II/ IIA,
High School

Tenor

I

New and
Developing
Baritone, High
School Bass

Figure 7. Cooksey's Composite Ranges for Adolescent Three-Part, or SAB, Singing.

Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from
"Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia Publishing, p 66.
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Soprano,
Unchanged Male

High School Tenor,
Midvoice II/ IIA

Alto,
Midvoice I

-

--I
I

l

High School Bass,
New and
Devcloplng

Baritone
Figure 8. Cooksey's Composite Ranges for Adolescent Four-Part, or SATB, Singing.

Open notes represent range and black notes represent tessitura. Adapted from
"Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia Publishing, p. 67.
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Pedagogical Considerations of Appropriate Ranges for Adolescent Singers
The importance of appropriate music selection, with regard to range, appeal,
accessibiHty, and likelihood for success, for adolescent singers has been confirmed
by numerous studies (Collins, 1982, 1999; Cooksey, 1978, 1999; Freer, 2007;
Gackle, 2011; Killian, 1998, 1999b, 2000; Perkins, 1986; Roe, 1994; Swanson.1961).
Middle school choral teachers should strive to select repertoire that adolescents will
find "relevant, challenging, and satisfying'f (Freer, 2007, p. 29). Choice of
appropriate or inappropriate literature can strongly impact an ensPmble's ability to
be successful. In a contest setting, Baker (2004) found choice of repertoire to be the
1

'single most critical factor in determining an ensemble's ratingH (2004, p. 2). Quality/

appropriate repertoire can also enhance student satisfaction and retention as well
(Cooksey, 1999).
Cooksey (1977c) stressed the importance of choosing literature that suits the
needs and limitations of the changing voice in each of its mutational stages. He
posited: "The training and cultivation of the changing voice should begin with
comfortable singing ranges and tessitura, which each individual has, regardless of
the stage of mutation" (Cooksey, 1978, p. 5). He cautioned against having
adolescents sing music demanding numerous or sudden register transitions (i.e.
modal to falsetto).. especially for boys during the Midvoice II, IlA1 and Newly
Changed Baritone stages of mutation (Cooksey, 1978).

It would appear, however, that neither choral publishing standards nor teaching
practices and recommendations for voicing and range reflect the endorsements
born of research (Killian, 1998, 1999b, 2000; Moore, 1995; Rutkowski, 1985).
Though more appropriate choral literature is available today than in previous
decades (Cooksey, 1999), there is still a noted paucity of appropriate music for boy~
with changing voices. Killian conducted a survey of 406 music educators regarding
1

accommodations made for boys with changing voices, and reported that, '36% of all
comments were pleas for more music, better music with better ranges, and more
appropriate texts}/ (2003, p. 8).
In this same survey, Killian asked music educators to rank on a scale of l to 5 (5
indicating very challenging, 1 indicating no problem at all) how challenging it was to
work with changing voices. The overall mean was 3.79, among K-5 teachers it was

3.48, and among teachers of grades 7-12, answers ranged from 4.03 to 4.20 (KiHian,
2003). All three of these sets of answers indicate that most teachers, particularly
those who are most likely to encounter adolescent boys, find the changing male
voice to be something of an enigma. When participants were asked if they felt they
had enough information about changing voices, the majority responded they did not.
Killian's study seems to suggest that teacher preparation and training regarding
how to best navigate boys' vocal mutation may not be adequate.
Collins (1999) observed a lack of practical pre-teacher training regarding
adolescent voice changes. Cooper noted that when teachers understood the
26

limitations of adolescent singers, classified the voices correctly, and selected
appropriate literature_, many classroom problems seemed to disappear (in Col.lins

1

1982). Collins reinforced this, saying "If you are to be successful in working with
[adolescent] singers, it is absolutely imperative that you have a thorough
understanding of the phenomenon of the voice change" (1999, p. 121), When
participants in Killian's 2003 survey were asked what was needed to make boys·
choral experiences more successful, the top two responses were music literature
needs and teacher request for additional information.

Potential Damage to Psyche

Primum non nocere.
First, do no harm.
The period of adolescence encompasses not only sexual rnaturation, or puberty,
but also cognitive, emotional, and social maturation. Recent data suggest that low
self-esteem is a problem affecting not only adolescent girts, but boys, as vvell (Freer;
2007). Teachers of adolescents should proceed with great care) as experiences
during this stage of maturation can shape the structures and functions of a stilldeveloping brain (Freer, 2007). Because singing "involves the complex coordination
of mental ( cognitive), emotional (affective),, and physical (psychomotor) skilis"
(Cooksey, 1977 c, p. 5), it is imperative for teachers of adolescent boys to have a
thorough understanding of the mutation process so that they can explain it to their
young pupils. Many adolescent males are discouraged from participation in vocal
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music due to "the disturbance of mutation, causing the young man to think he
cannot sing" (Roe, 1994, p. 176). ·
When considering the insecurities of adolescence, combined with musica! ranges
which may be unattainable, and an instrument that can be, at best, unreliable, one
can understand the frustration many young male singers may experience. Swanson
(1961) addressed the importance of boys singing in comfortable, attainable ranges,
not only to ensure vocal health, but for extra-musical reasons as welL such as
feelings of success and encouragement, retention of boys in choir, and more efficient
classroom management. "Few male adolescents are willing to do very long what
they are not good at, and all too frequently these young colts are quite resourceful in
finding ways of expressing their resistance" (Swanson, 1961, p. 64).
Killian's (2000) three-year study, which encompassed the literature selection,
gender makeup, and ratings of middle school choirs participating in adjudicated
choral festivals, showed that though the number of boys participating in the festival
was increasing each year, the level of success, as determined by a choir's rating, was
not. Because choral directors seem to be largely selecting music for their mixed
choirs with voicing and ranges that are unattainable for their singers, they are
unintentionally setting them up to fail (Killian, 1998, 1999b, 2000, 2003; Kiilian &
Moore, 1997). Killian (2000) found that 71 % of middle school mixed choirs
performed SA literature at festival, but only 34% of those doing so received Superior
ratings. She also found that although most 6th grade mixed choir teachers seemed to
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select SA music (Killian, 2003; Killian & Moore, 1997), no Superior ratings were
awarded to any 6th grade choirs singing any voicing other than three-part mixed or

SAB (Killian, 1998).
Furthermore, Killian (1998) found that in one year, 5 7.1 % of middle school mixed
choirs performing SATB literature received Superior ratings, compared with only
37.5% of choirs performing SAB literature . She discovered that boys with changing

voices had significantly more difficulty matching pitch than did new Baritones . boys
with unchanged voices, or girls. Killian (1985) revealed that singers seemed to be
the least accurate matching pitch on the notes around the lowest extremes cf their
range and beyond. Collins noted that "some boys appear to be musically deficient/
particularly in the area of exact pitch matching, but this can be attributed to the
greater adjustments required of boys when dealing with vocal mutation" (19991
1

p. 118). In light of both Killian s and Collin's observations, perhaps the challenging
and wide range of an SAB baritone part provides adolescent boys little opportunity
for success.
In her 2003 survey of music educators, Killian asked teachers to list their
preferred literature voicing for boys with changing voices. The top five voicing
choices, \,vith number of responses, were as follows: (a) two-part treble ( 194 ), (b)
three-part mixed (154), (c) SAB (94), (d) TTB (53)1 and (e) SATB (37). Considerably
more directors chose three-part mixed music and SAB music, both known to have
extensive range issues over SATB.
1
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Killian (1998) found that voicing apparently mattered a great deal among mixed
choirs, but did not make a significant difference in ratings received by gender choirs.
She also observed that although the number of mixed groups participatjng in
festivai was greater than that of treble groups, significantly more Superior ratings
were awarded to treble groups (45.1%) than to mixed (28.4%) or tenor bass
(25.0%) groups. She speculated that "the fact that treble choirs receive more
Superiors might be because they sing better, or because their voices are more
11

manageabie at this age (Killian, 2000, p. 5). The latter is likelier true, especially
given the obstacles faced by young boys dealing with unwieldy, oft-changing voices,
who are expected to navigate insurmountable ranges.
In an analysis of the Prescribed Music List (PML), used by Texas UIL to guide
1

literature selections of music directors entering choirs in the state s annua1 Concert
and Sight Reading Contest, Killian (1998) revealed that in the category of mixed
choir literature, three-part mixed music was recommended mainly for junior high
choirs and SAB literature was recommended mainly for high school choirs.
Additionally, her study indicated that the higher ranges of three-part mixed music
were not appropriate for most 7th and 8th grade boys, due to the earlier onset of the
male changing voice, and as evidenced by groups performing this literature
receiving the lowest festival ratings. She also found middle school mixed choirs had
more success singing SATB than SAB literature (Killian, 1998). Given these findings

1

it would seem that perhaps the PML is not keeping pace wit11 the research regarding
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adolescent voices. It should be noted, however, that Killian's analysis was of the
1994 PML, and many updates have been made since then.
Given the research indicating an earlier onset of voice mutation, Killian (1999b)
suggested:
Sixth grade [mixed] groups who once sang treble music (SA and
Unison) might be expected to achieve more success singing music designed
to accommodate boys early in the voice change process (three-part mixed).
Furthermore, if boys' voices are changing earlier, then those boys who
previously performed three-part mixed music in grades 7 - 8 might be more
successful performing SATB music. (p. 51)
Killian (1998) also found that the higher the ratio of boys in a 7th and 8 th grade
mixed choir, the better the rating. Perhaps adolescent boys felt more confident
when surrounded by more of their peers; or this was an example of the idiom,
"success breeds success," wherein successful choirs attracted more boys, thus
perpetuating the success of the choir. It is important for young male singers to
experience success, so that they will be motivated to continue singing. Collins
(1999) stressed the importance of getting adolescent singers fully vested in the
choral experience. He said they must believe that it is worthwhile, and that they are
making a meaningful contribution to the success of the choir; otherwise, they will be
likely to lack interest or enthusiasm, and more prone to misbehavior.
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The choral director's sensitivity to the vocal needs of the junior high male
will produce positive and exciting results. Boys will sing better, maintaining a
healthier attitude about themselves as individuals, and probably continue to
participate in some phase of vocal music throughout their secondary school
experience. (Cooksey, 1977 c, p. 15)

Designation of Voice Parts
As is shown in Figure 4, the ranges of boys whose voices are unchanged or are
mid-change are not likely to always fit the standard Tenor or Bass part typically
designated to male singers. While their vocal quality may indeed more closely
approximate that of a Soprano or Alto, using these designations becomes
problematic as boys age into adolescence. The association with one of these
"feminine" titles is vehemently opposed by most adolescent boys (Dilworth, 2012,
Killian, 1997, 2003; Roe, 1994; Swanson, 1961), as "the young male desires nothing
so much as to sound and look like a man (Roe, 1994, p. 177). Friddle said that
1
'

'teenage boys have fragile egos; their masculine identities are only beginning to
formulate; thus, it is important to find names that will allow them to feel
1

comfortable in their newly assigned section (in Dilworth, 2012, p. 26). Though the
'

ranges may be comfortable for a time, suggesting that boys sing Soprano or Alto can
be misinterpreted as an affront to their sense of masculinity (Roe, 1994), something
which experienced teachers of adolescent boys know to be potentially quite
damaging and to be avoided at all costs.
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A variety of suggestions have been offered as to how to "label" the voice part of
unchanged males. Swanson used the term "embryo tenors" (1961, p. 65). Both Roe
(1994) and Cooksey (1999) advocated assigning a number to each different stage of
maturation. Even as far back as the 1950s and 1960s, Cooper promoted the use of
the term "Treble" when referring to unchanged voices, as he thought it was less
feminine than "Soprano/ preferring the term "Cambiata" over "Alto" for the same
reason. In Barham's survey of 40 junior high and middle school master choir
teachers, 86% used the terms "Tenor,1' "Baritone," or "Bass"; 60% used the term
"Unchanged Voice"; 38% of them used the terms "Soprano" or "Alto,1' and 21 °/o used
the terms "Treble" or "Cambiata" (in Dilworth, 2012). Killian (1997) noted that
though choral method books and journals urge teachers to use non-judgmental
vocabulary when speaking about changing voices to students, no data yet shows
what that vocabulary might be.
Lumping all of the boys in a mixed choir into the arbitrarily collective category of
"Baritone" (as in SAB) is also problematic, as illustrated in the following anecdote
from Henry Leck, master director and educator of youth choirs:
In one disastrous episode, a 7th grade choir teacher put a group of girls on
one side and called them sopranos and another group of girls on the other
side and called them altos. All twenty-five boys were called ban tones and put
in the center. This resulted in tone clusters because many boys were unable
to sing the pitches. The boys took no pride in the sounds they were making
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and acted out with major discipline problems. Though it is perplexing to
decide what part they should sing, it's important not to pigeonhole singers.
(in Dilworth, 2012, p. 26)
Though the ranges of SA or SSA music may indeed be appropriate for a given
adolescent mixed choir, the voice part labels will be problematic with boys. Roe
(1994) recommended seating boys on the edge of the Soprano or Alto section,
bordered on the other side by the other boys, so that even though they may be
singing the same parts as the girls, they are still seated with the boys. The idea was
to not draw attention to the fact that a boy is singing Soprano or Alto by seating him
in the midst of girls, thus causing him potential embarrassment. Teachers, especially
female ones, need to be sensitive, gracious, and empathetic regarding this issue
(Roe, 1994).
Killian (1997) explored men's and boys' perceptions regarding their own voice
change process. Her methodology included interviewing and surveying grown men,
as well as adolescent boys who had undergone voice mutation. She did, however, go
ahead and interview any boys with unchanged voices who volunteered, though their
input was not part of her data set. Though it required extra time on her part, she did
so to protect the dignity of these young men, and to avoid calling attention to the
fact that they had not yet achieved this milestone of manhood that was the voice
mutation.
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Killian's (1997) interviews with boys and men revealed that many had thought
they were ill or in physical pain at the onset of the voice change. Upon further
questioning, many likened the feeling to that of a sore throat or laryngitis, and said
they often quit singing for awhile, felt better, and then rejoined the choir. They
seemed to notice this occurring more after intense, prolonged rehearsals.
Participants were given the option to add comments about their voice change.
Although only 17 - 18% of men reported feeling that the overall experi~nce was
negative~ the number of negative comments (251) overshadowed the number of
positive ones (29) 8 to 1. In fact, Killian (1997) found some quite negative
responses:
One adult recalled his teacher getting very frustrated, because his voice
11

"didn't function like it should. She had made him stand with the girls, and
that was very embarrassing for him.
One boy did not understand what was happening.
One man described how "weird" it felt that his voice was so unreliable
and uncontrollable. He had been asked to sing a solo, and he repeatedly
said that the range was too high; however, the inexperienced, female,
choir director and accompanist both insisted the range was right. He had
become very agitated because the range was too high, to the point of
making singing painful for him. He had felt that he had to force the notes
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out. "I burst into tears and embarrassed myself in front of the whole
chorus and never sang again.

11

(p. 5 28)

The trauma inflicted on this man by his unwitting teacher, as well as the magnitude
of negative comments from other men, show that negative experiences with the
changing voice during adolescence could be impactful enough to recall painful
memories well into adulthood. Killian mentioned that during these interviews, more
than one man became so visibly upset by the memory of his trauma as to be reduced
to tears (J. Killian, personal communication, February 29, 2012).
Killian (1997) reported that some men felt that their changed voice was worse
than their unchanged voice, which led to a decision not to pursue music as a
profession. She recommended better education of boys regarding the voice change
process coupled with "sensitivity" training and more education about the process of
voice mutation for music teachers, particularly female ones. Teachers could
probably do much to assuage boys' fears and concerns through better instruction
about the voice maturation process. Perhaps in so doing., they might even be able to
prevent the documented loss of boys from choir in the middle grades (Freer, 2007).
A developmental 'window' exists until the onset of puberty (around age 9)
during which the brain accumulates knowledge with extraordinary ease. At
the earliest onset of puberty, this ability to accumulate knowledge lessens,
and the focus of the brain shifts to strengthening pre-existing knowledge and
deleting knowledge that is no longer deemed necessary - the 'use it or lose it'
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principle. Adolescents who stop participating in making music lose many
musical abilities they gained in childhood and become adults who report they
'can't sing' or 'can't read music.' (Freer, 2007, p. 31)

Killian (1999a) pointed out that if we continue to ignore the changing needs of
adolescents, we run the risk of completely excluding them from the choral
experience. Dilworth (2012) recommended incorporating sports analogies and
movement into boys' rehearsals to engage· their kinesthetic learning styie thus
1

better relating and appealing to them. He outlined several recommendations for
maintaining a healthy and productive rehearsal environment for boys: (a) create an
environment of safety and trust; (b) allow boys to develop independence in their
musicianship, includlng in the monitoring of their cwn voices (See Appendix A);
(c) provide high standards and structure; (d) be honest and tactful.; (e) use positive
reinforcement; (f) demonstrate that singing is a worthwhile activity; (g) establish
peer-support groups; (f) be flexible; (g) consistently promote healthy singing; (h) be
prepared to move boys to other vocal parts at the first sign of discomfort;
(i) maintain open lines of communication, especially regarding vocal issues; and (j)

shift activities approximately every 10 - 12 minutes. (Dilworth, 2012, pp. 31-32)

Potential Vocal Damage
As previously noted, it is extremely important for adolescent singers to perform
music within their comfortable singing ranges. Failure to do so could lead to
potential vor.al problems. Spurgeon noted that singing literature designed for rnorP
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mature voices, which demands too wide ranges, can result in vocal damage (in
Baker, 2004). When boys reach the extremes of their range, they often begin to
strain and to undertake all sorts of acrobatic maneuvers to try to prod.nee notes
which they should not be singing.
When adolescent males ... approach the termination of the comfortable speech
range, they reach a point in the ascending scale where they often
involuntarily raise the chin and larynx. The responding pitch is the primo
passagio (first register transition) ... The untrained singer produces pitches
beyond the pivotal point, but often resorts to laryngeal elevation to do so."
(Miller, 1996, p. 116)
Crocker stated that music extending the limits of appropriate tessitura, difficulty
level, or texture is likely to result in problems with intonation, tone quality, and
style (in Baker, 2004). Roe (1994) recommended that Cambiata voices not attempt
to sing the pitches F3 or E3, though they may be able to squeeze out the pitches by
tightening the throat. "The cambiata tends to force into his [vocal] quality a kind of
strained viola timbre, which immediately becomes offensively obtrusive" (Roe,
1994, p. 18). Allowing adolescent singers to strain and contort to try to reach notes
outside their comfortable ranges can lead to the creation of bad habits that become
ingrained and automatic. Cooksey (1978) explained:
Combining long phrases with high tessituras can cause serious vocal
problems. This is particularly the case with the newly changed baritone
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voice. If the tessitura is in the middle C area and long phrases must all be
negotiated, the bass will strain to get the notes and rely upon the wrong
muscular action in the neck and laryngeal areas. Soon an automatic muscular
and habitual response is established. Thus the young singer has a vocal habit
which may be nearly impossible to break later on. (p. 6)
Cooksey (1977b) pointed out that voice breaks and cracks do not occur more often
during adolescence unless the voice is forced to sing outside its normal singing
range. "[U]ltimately, neither philosophical goals nor superior ratings in UIL
11

competition can be achieved by performing inappropriate literature (Baker, 2004,

p. 3).
Accommodations for Changing Voices
The presence of boys with changing voices, particularly in a mixed choir setting,
will often require certain accommodations. Dilworth (2012) offered the following
suggestions to help directors make music more accessible for boys: (a)
transposition, (b) switching parts, (c) octave displacement, (d) doubling part, and
(e) composing a new part. In her survey of accommodations made by music
educators in working with boys undergoing the voice change, Killian (2003)
received the following responses from music educators, K-12: (a) allow boys to sing
in the lower octave (229), (b) rewrite parts (202), (c) separate boys and girls (85J,
(d) select treble singers only (29), and (e) assign non-singing duties (26). It is
important to note that the majority of teachers advocating selecting treble singers
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only and assigning non-singing duties to boys were elementary school teachers.
Elementary music educators were also the largest number of respondents (102 of
182) recommending that boys sing an octave (Killian, 2003).
Only middle school and high school teachers, presumably those music teachers
most familiar with issues surrounding the adolescent male voice change, failed to
recommend allowing boys to sing an octave lower (Killian, 2003). Though singing
down the octave may seem like a convenie·nt solution, as the previous discussion
about adolescent male singing ranges and problems surrounding unison ( or octave)
singing has shown, this is not likely to have successful singing outcomes: boys will
tend to push or growl in an effort to produce tones that are too low for them to sing,
leading to the potential development of bad vocal habits. Other problematic
responses, indicating the need for more teacher preparation, included the following:
1. ''Have them sing falsetto."
2. "Allow them to sing where it's comfortable, even if they may be off pitch."
3. "Mostly ignore it." (Killian, 2003)
Mixed Choirs Versus Gender Choirs

Also noteworthy among Killian's (2003) survey responses is that only elementary
music teachers do not recommend separating male and female singers. There is a
growing trend, however, among choral educators in teaching adolescent boys and
girls in separate classes. This trend has garnered wide support among music
educators (Collins, 1999; Dame, 201; Dilworth, 2012; Freer, 2007; Killian, 2003;
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Moore, 1995; Nycz, 2008; Perkins, 1986; Roe, 1994; Swanson, 1961). Dame (2011)
and Nycz (2008) documented the benefits and growth of the current trend toward
1

teaching 6th grade singers in gender classes, as boys voices are already beginning
to change (Killian & Moore, 1997). Directors report improved retention of middle
school boys in gender choirs. Freer (2007) reported a vast drop-off of male
enrollment in choir after elementary school grades, and suggested enrollment rates
in middle school choir programs could be elevated by teaching boys separately,
Rationale for male gender choirs include the following: boys learn differently, are
more kinesthetically inclined, are highly peer-oriented, respond well to stress and
competition, and develop quite differently from girls (Freer, 2007).
Gender choir classes may be beneficial for a variety of reasons. Teachers can
spend more time assessing and addressing the needs of the changing male voice
without neglecting female students (Collins, 1982; Roe, 1994). "Since the boys' voice
changes are more dramatic, it takes a longer period of time and more concentration
11

for boys to accommodate to their new vocal prowess than it does for girls (Collins,
1999, p. 118). The differing learning speeds and styles between the genders can be
better accommodated in gender choirs (Roe, 1994). An additional consideration is
that boys are having to learn to read and become fluent in the bass clef for the first
time. Swanson evaluated the strides made by boys with changing voices who were
taught separately, and determined "junior high boys who were a part of the
experimental group demonstrated, on average, an acquisition of more pitches in
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their range, a higher level of overall musicianship, and a more positive attitude
toward music in general" (Dilworth, 2012, p. 28). More appropriate repertoire
selections are available for boys in the many various stages of voice mutation
(Cooksey, 1978; Killian, 1998, 1999b, 2000). The differing physiological, psychosocial, and motivational needs of adolescent boys and girls can better be addressed
separately (Dilworth, 2012; Freer. 2007). Studies indicate mixed choirs in middle
schools perform less successfully than gender choirs (Killian. 1998, 1999b, 2000).
Additionally, Killian (1999b) found that in U!L Concert and Sight Reading Contest,
significantly more Superior (1) ratings were awarded to high school mixed choirs
than to middle school mixed choirs.
Adolescent boys and girls develop differently and at different rates of speed
(Freer, 2007). The structure of the adolescent brain changes different1y in boys a.nd

girls. Freer also found that "the growth of brain cells involved in higher-order
thinking normally peaks in males at age 12, exactly the age that boys experience the
climax of the voice-change process" (2007, p. 30). He added:
During childhood, emotional responses are centered in anatomical structures
of the brain closely related to physical activity; during adolescence, there is a
gradual shift in the control of emotions to areas of the brain more closely
related to language use and higher-order thinking. This shift occurs earlier
and more rapidly in girls than in boys. Thus, adolescent girls tend t-o express
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their emotions with words, and adolescent boys with physical action. (Freer,
2007, p. 30)
This could, perhaps, account for the more 'kinesthetic nature of adolescent male
learning observed anecdotally by many choral directors (Dame, 2011; Dilworth,
2012; Nycz, 2008). In a study of the levels of performance anxiety experienced by
high school band students under differing audience situations, female students
reported and exhibited much higher levels· of anxiety, particularly when the
audience consisted of peers (LeBlanc, Jin, Obert, & Siivola, 1997). Freer (2007) also
discovered that moderate amounts of stress tended to enhance learning in males,
whereas it tended to have the opposite effect on females, inhibiting learning. Thus,
teachers may choose to use competition as a motivational strategy with male
students more readily than with female students.
After surveying current research regarding pedagogical strategies for choral
teachers of boys, Dilworth (2012) compiled the following list of advantages to
teaching gender choir classes: (a) there is an elimination of social problems, (b)
teachers can address the male changing voice in a non-threatening environment, (c)
it is less embarrassing for the boys with more "unmanageable" voices in the absence
of female peers, ( d) male students are less self-conscious, and thus more willing to
sing out with confidence, and (e) the male choir lends itself as a means of creating
male bonding and keeping boys interested in singing. Though clearly a strong
argument can be made that teaching boys separately is more pedagogically sound,
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the main objection to establishing such choirs in many schools tends to come from
administrators (Nycz, 2008) due to issues surrounding scheduling, staffing, and
ultimately, finances.

Impact of Ranges and Chord Structure on Intonation
The studies that have been done on choral tuning relate largely to matters of
tuning system preference (Howard, 2007; Swann, 1999) and aural perception
(Hubbard & Datteri, 2001; Lloyd, 1940; St6eckig, 1990; Swann, 1999). In fact,
Barbour's (2004) 228-page book on historical tuning methods and characteristics
devotes only three pages to the issue of choral intonation. Most of the literature
based on the actual practice of choral tuning is anecdotal in nature and is intended
to provide practical tips to help choral directors improve their ensembles'
intonation (Jordan & Mehaffey, 2001). In her extensive review of extant scholarly
literature on choral intonation, Devaney (2011) noted that the factors that have
been addressed in relation to vocal and choral intonation surround issues of vocal
production, acoustical and perceptual issues, intrinsic pitch of vowels, impact of
amplitude on pitch perception, and ensembles' abilities to maintain enough breath
support to achieve accurate pitch.
While there is an extensive body of scholarly literature devoted to the issue of
tuning and temperament systems and their merits (Barbour, 2004; Devaney, 2011;
Lloyd, 1940), the majority of it is dedicated to issues surrounding the tuning of
keyboards and other fixed-pitch instruments. Haynes (1991) acknowledged this
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inequality and delved into the issue of non-keyboard tuning in a historical context;
but the focus of his work was mostly on the tuning of non-fixed-temperament
instruments.
There is a noted paucity of tuning literature relating to chord position (root or
inversion). Howard's 2007 study involved several SATB vocal quartets singing an
exercise to gauge singers' individual and corporate ability to stay in tune.
Unfortunately, all of the chords used in this study occurred in root position. Studies
suggest that listeners perceive like-member chords (any chords comprised of the
same pitches, regardless of their order) as functionally and harmonically equivalent
(Hubbard & Datteri, 2001; Stoeckig, 1990), and that the position of the chord does
not affect the listener's perception of intonation (Swann, 1999).
Accurate intonation is a key component in the adjudication of Texas UIL Sight
Reading Contest (Texas UIL, 2011b). Under the criteria required for a rating of
Superior (1), the vocal sight reading rubric states that "student performers
demonstrate an elevated awareness of tuning choral sections and sensitivity to
uniform intonation within their section with a few minor flaws that are quickly
corrected. There is 'near perfect' intonation within and between sections.'' Roe

(1994) pointed out that a voice must be on the right part in order to sing in tune.
Boys undergoing voice changes are already at a disadvantage in the area of tuning
due to their development, but it is unfortunate that they be penalized because they
are then asked to perform music that adds to the challenges of accurate tuning.
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Willis and Kenny (2008) studied the effect of the voice change on singing pitch
accuracy in young male singers. They found that boys generally had great difficulty
singing 4ths, Sths, and octaves in tuned uring the voice change process. Of the mixed
choir music composed for use by middle school choirs in Texas UIL Sight Reading
Contest for the years 2006-2012, 75.11 % of all chords in the SATB arrangements
occur in root position, compared with only 57.40% in the SAB arrangements. This
means that considerably more chords appear in inversion in the SAB arrangements,
adding another potential level of difficulty.

Sight Reading Competitions
A paucity of literature surrounding vocal ensemble sight reading is available
(Harris, 1993). Many studies have been undertaken to gauge individual sight
singing strategies, abilities, and techniques (Demorest, 1994; Henry & Demorest,
1993; Killian & Henry, 2005; McClung, 2008). Research has been conducted on the
testing format for individual sight reading evaluation (Henry, 2003), teacher
strategies affecting individual sight reading ability (Demorest, 1998; DPmorest &
May, 1995; Kuehne, 2007), and director techniques used in ensemble sight reading
contest situations (Harris, 1993). However, studies regarding the effects of range
and literature on sight reading outcomes are not available.
Norris (2004) undertook a study concerning the inclusion of a sight reading
component in middle school and junior high adjudicated, ratings-based choral
festivals overseen by Music Educators Natiorial Conference (MENC) or other state
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school activities associations. He found that while 40 of 50 states in the US offered
such festivals, only 17 included a sight reading assessment. Of those 17, only nine
states used sight reading in determining a choir's final rating.
The data suggest that assessment of sight~singing at large-group
interscholastic festivals is neither consistent with research-identified
generally positive attitudes about the importance of sight-singing instruction,
nor in accord with the expectations for instruction and assessment outlined
in the [MENC 1994] National Standards. (Norris, 2004, p. 22)
Batey (2002) observed that such competition results tend to "serve either as a
11

validation of an ensemble director's skills or a testimony to th'eir inadequacy (in
Baker, 2004, p. 2). Hash (2012) stated that "many administrators, parents, students,
and directors believe that ratings serve as an indicator of teacher and program
1

quality' (p. 82). He also noted the influence that contest ratings can often have on
music educator evaluations and job retention or loss. Riggs (2008) showed a pattern
of director succession correlating with low Texas UIL Concert and Sight Reading
Contest ratings. In today's highly politicized climate of high-stakes education reform
stemming from No Child Left Behind legislation, it is at least understandable, that
some educators may not wish to have another rating label attached to their
professional identities.
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Texas UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest

Although all 17 states which include a sight reading component as part of their
festival have established varying levels of proficiency (such as Varsity or NonVarsity, voicing division, grade division, school size conference, etc), only eight
states have established content guidelines for the sight reading in each of the
proficiency classes or levels (Norris, 2004). The scope of this study will be limited to
the music used in the Texas UIL Sight Reading Contest, one of the festivals which
does have specific compositional guidelines for each of the differing levels of sight
reading proficiency (Texas UIL, 2011a).
Texas UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest currently allows choirs to be
entered as Varsity or Non-Varsity, and to be adjudicated accordingly/ depending on
their level of proficiency. With certain rare exceptions, however. each participating
school must enter at least one choir at the Varsity level. Texas UIL also provides for
choirs to compete within like conference divisions based upon the size and grade
levels of their schools. The three middle school conferences, C (the smallest), CC, and
CCC (the largest), will be relevant to the scope of this paper. While conference CC
and CCC choirs sight read the same literature, conference C choirs sight read music
one conference level lower. This means that all conference C choirs, regardless of
Varsity or Non-Varsity classification, would sight read the CCC Non-Varsity
literature (Texas UIL, 2012b).
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The voicing of the sight reading literature that a choir performs, however, is
based upon the literature performed in the concert portion of the contest. Texas UIL
guidelines require directors to choose two of their three literature selections from
the graduated Prescribed Music List .(PML). The voicing of.the majority of pieces will
determine the voicing of the choir's sight reading literature (Texas VIL, 2012b). For
example, a choir singing two SATB pieces and one SAB piece would then be required
to sight read SATB literature. The selection of contest literature, then, is a serious
responsibility held by middle school mixed choral directors (Baker, 2004; Killian,
1998, 1999b, 2000). While directors could conceivably select SATB, SABI or other
literature that was satisfactorily tailored to meet the specific range needs of their
singers at a given time, they would have no way of knowing if their assigned sight
reading would suit their choir's voices.
Texas UIL Compositional Guidelines for Sight Reading Literature

Texas VIL enforces strict compositional guidelines within each conference
(Texas UIL, 2011a). Guidelines for conference CCC/ CC middle school choirs include:
Meter: 3/4 or 4/4, Maximum of one meter change and return
Key: F, C, or G Major; No modulations; Consider range and tessitura of voices
Harmony: No altered chords; Melodic skips within the I, IV, V chords only, to

include all thirds and perfect 4th [s]
Texture: Homophonic, with unison passages allowed
Cadences: No use of deceptive cadences; Authentic and plagal cadences only
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Rhythm: Basic patterns using 8th, quarter, half, whole notes and rests.,

and dotted half notes; No ties across the bar line; No excessive use of
rests; In addition, the dotted quarter note 8th note rhythm may be
used for Varsity groups
Length: 20 to 32 measures, depending on time signature
Form: Recurring motives; strophic; ABA

Voicing: Mixed: SAB and SATB; Girls: SA and SSA; Boys: TB and TTB
Ranges: See Figure 9
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Figure 9. Texas UIL Acceptable Vocal Ranges for Middle School Choral Sight Reading

Literature Composition.
Adapted from "UIL Choir Sight Reading Criteria" by Texas UIL, 201 la.
http://www.uiltexas.org/music/concert-sight-reading/choir-sight-reading- criteria

The allowable ranges, melodic skips, and keys, for that matter, present many
challenges for the composer of mixed sight reading literature for adolescent singers.
First of all, the Texas UIL guidelines do not specify which Soprano or Tenor range to
use for mixed choirs. Furthermore, the range of the Baritone, to be used for SAB
choirs, extends all the way down to Bb 21 a full step lower than that allowed in the
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Bass range. This wide Baritone range, spanning over an octave from Bb 2 to C4 1 lies
outside the recommended tessitura of every single one of Cooksey's six stages of
male vocal maturation (see Figure 4). None of the Texas UIL vocal ranges conform
with any of those of the voice parts recommended in Cooksey1s composite ranges for
adolescent three-part mixed, or SAB, choirs (see Figure 7).
The Texas UIL compositional guidelines set forth for middle school mixed choirs
are also at odds with the following of Cooksey's (1999) compositional
recommendations for adolescent males:
1. Select a limited range melody, limited between a 6th and an octave.
2. Carefully select a key that will keep the melody in the range of the changing
voices.
3. Give the melody to the changing voices much of the time.
4. Use repeated or ostinato ideas when possible.
5. Consider breath capacity, easy intervals and good voice leading, ease of
finding initial pitches after rests/ vowels used on high pitches, the need for
each part to rest, and the need for alternative pitches in some lines.
"Choral literature must be chosen to satisfy the vocal capabilities in each stage of
mutation. Voices should not be taxed to problematic limits, especially in terms of
breath support, range/ tessitura, and volume/ intensity" (Cooksey/ 1977b, p, 16).
Baker (2004) showed that the difficulty level of the concert literature performed did
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correlate with the rating received. One of the goals of this study is to discover
whether or not the same holds true for the level of difficulty of the sight reading
literature performed.

Texas UIL Sight Reading Adjudication Guidelines
Choirs participating in UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest perform the
concert portion for a panel of three adjudicators and then move to a separate room,
where they perform the sight reading portion for a separate panel of three more
adjudicators (Texas UIL, 2012b). The adjudicators are selected from a pool of highly
qualified members of the Texas Music Adjudicators Association (TMAA), who are
successful choral educators (TMAA, 2008). Those adjudicators follow a prescribed
plan of action in interacting with the choirs, and they have very specific guidelines
to follow in regarding adjudication of a choir and determination of a finai rating
(TMAA, n.d.; Texas UIL . 201 lb). Ratings determined are as foilows: Superior (1),
Excellent (2), Average (3), Below Average (4), Poor (5). Fluctuations in ratings
between adjudicators are, of course, a possibility, reflecting differences in personal
taste, expectations, and experience. A choir's final sight reading rating. however, is
determined as a composite of the three sight reading adjudicators' ratings. For
example, a choir receiving the ratings 1, 2, and 2 would receive a final sight reading
rating of 2. The sight reading composite rating is separate from the concert

rnmpositE'. rating; however, choirs receiving Superior (1) ratings in both conr.ert and
sight reading are awarded a trnphy (Texas UIL 201 lb; 2012b). The following
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criteria are listed under the requirements for a Superior (1) rating, according to the
UIL (2011b) sight reading adjudication rubric:
1. Tone: Vocal

a. Student performers demonstrate highly developed characteristictone
qualities withi'n their vocal section throughout the performance.
b. Pitches are centered and focused.
c.

Student performers demonstrate an elevated awareness of tuning
choral sections and sensitivity to uniform intonation within their
section with a few minor flaws that are quickly corrected.

d. There is "near perfect" intonation within and between sections.
e. Student performers demonstrate a highly developed concept of
balanced musical lines and blend of musical tone within each section.
2. Technigue: Choral
a. Student performers sing most pitches correctly.
b. Vocal technique and diction are near flawless.
c.

Rhythmic approach and preferred method of sight-reading are
uniform throughout the ensemble.

3. Musicianship: Ensemble Performance
a. Student performers artistically demonstrate the appropriate
markings indicated.
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b. Clear and expressive shaping of the musical line is often achieved
within and between sections of the ensemble with some minor errors.
c. Student performers convey artistic, energetic understanding of music.
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CHAPTER II
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Purpose of the Study

Middle school mixed choirs pose unique problems for directors preparing for
choral festivals and contests. One challenge lies in determining whether to perform
SAB or SATB literature, which, in the case of the Texas UIL Concert and Sight
Reading Contest, ultimately determines whether the choir will sight read SAB or
SATB music (Texas UIL, 2012b). Problems with performing SATB literature may
include having too few boys to confidently sing in two parts, achieving an
appropriate balance in the choir. and accessing notes that are too low for young
basses (Cooksey, 1999). The biggest challenge in sight reading SAB literature lies in
the range of the Baritone part, which is often too high for some and too low for
others (Cooksey, 1999); and more often than not, it does not include alternate notes
at range extremes. While a director must take into consideration the number,
strength, and vocal independence of boys in the choir, the range of the part or parts
and the students' progress in the voice change process are perhaps the most critical
deciding factors.
The purpose of this study was to conduct an analysis of the Texas UiL SATB and

SAS middle school Sight Reading Contest literature from 2006-2012 and the
corresponding UJL Sight Reading Contest ratings in an effort to identify the vocal
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challenges presented to adolescent male singers. An additional goal of this study
was to produce empirical data to present to administrators, justifying establishment
of gender-separate choir classes in middle school. Other studies have indicated that
gender choirs are more educationally sound and better for student retention than
mixed-gender classes (Dame, 2011; Dilworth, 2012; Nycz, 2008), yet administrators
oftentimes make decisions based on financial and logistical concerns.
In Texas UIL SAB and SATB sight reading literature, the Bass and Baritone notes
often extend as low as C3 and 03_. well below the range of most young adolescent
boys (Cooksey, 1999). Because the sight reading piece is performed a cappella, often
directors are advised to simply raise the key, but this often puts the Sopranos in the
untenable situation of having to sing much too high for comfort_. vocal health, and
security (Gackle, 2011). Another possible solution is having boys with limited
ranges sing the Alto part. This is generally met with resistance, however, due to the
male's perception of singing alto as being less than "manly," which, at this stage of
adolescent development, could be socially devastating (Dilworth, 2012; Roe, 1994).
The aim of this study is to propose possible solutions to the problems posed to
adolescent singers by current UIL Sight Reading Contest SAB literature. An analysis
of extant Texas UIL middle school contest mixed choral sight reading literature and
contest ratings will assist in identification of issues facing both choral directors and
adolescent singers.
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Research Questions
This study will address the following research questions:
1- What is the percentage of middle school choirs performing SATB UiL sight

reading literature versus the choirs performing SAB literature? What
differences, if any, are there between contest ratings for middle schooi choirs
sight reading SATB literature and he choirs reading SAB literature 1?
2. What percentage of chords in each yeat s SAB and SATB UIL middle school sight
1

reading music occur in root-position, unison or octave, or inversion? How do
these numbers differ between SAB and SATB selections. Is there any correlation
between average SAB or SATB middle school sight reading ratings and the ratio
of chords in root position compared to those in inversion?
3. What are the individual vocal ranges in each SAB and SATB middle school sight
reading octavo? How do the male ranges compare between SAB and SATB
pieces? How do these ranges compare with recommended ranges for adolescent
singers?
4. Is there any correlation between average SAB or SATB sight reading ratings and
width or extremes of students', particularly male students', vocal ranges in that
year's music?

All questions relating to sight reading musi.cal score and rating analysis are for
octavos used in UIL sight reading contest from the years 2006 012.
1

S7

5. What trends can be seen in percentages of overall UIL middle school choirs that
perform as mixed choirs versus gender choirs?

Hypotheses
With this study, the researcher hopes to prove or refute the following hypotheses:
1. Middle school choirs that sight read SATB will receive higher UIL contest ratings
than those reading SAB literature.
2. Fewer chords will appear in root position in SAB than in SATB sight reading
literature.
3. Octavos with higher ratios of chords in inversion to those in root position will
correspond with lower contest ratings.
4. Male vocal ranges in SAB sight reading literature will be considerably wider than
those found in SATB literature.
5. Male vocal ranges in SAB middle school sight reading literature will not conform
to Cooksey's recommendations for those of typical middle school-age boys.
6. Wider male vocal ranges, as well as ranges with low or high extremes beyond
Cooksey's recommendations, in UIL mixed choir middle school sight reading
literature will correlate with lower contest ratings.
7. There are considerably more single-gender choirs entered in UIL Concert and
Sight Reading Contest by middle schools than are mixed choirs.
8. The number of tenor bass choirs participating in UIL Concert and Sight Reading
Contest is increasing.
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Method
Participants were intact 7th and 8th grade 2, Conference C, CC, and CCC mixed
choirs (N = 842) participating in 28 different regions of the annual Texas UIL Choral
Concert and Sight Reading Contest for the years 2006-2012. The scope of this study
was limited to those years because UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest results
for all regions were only available online beginning in 2006 (Texas UIL, 2012a).
Choirs were assigned either an SATB or an SAB octavo to sight read, based upon the
majority voicing of the concert literature selected by the director (Texas UI L,
2012b ). Three experienced choral educators independently rated each choir's sight
reading performance, according to the standards set forth in the UIL Vocal SightReading Competition adjudication rubric (Texas UIL, 2011b), assigning a rating of
Superior (1), Excellent (2),. Average (3), Below Average (4), or Poor (5). These
ratings were then published online annually, by region, as part of the Univers1ty

Interscholastic League Official Concert & Sight Reading Contest Results (Texas UIL,
2012a).
For the sake of this study, each choir was assigned a composite rating, formulated
by adding each of the three individual sight reading scores together (Baker, 2004).
The lower the score, the better the rating, ranging from 3-15. The mean composite
rating for each year, and cumulatively for all years, was calculated by averaging all
2

Composite choirs, which include 6th grade students, are also allowed to compete,
as long as the choir is "comprised of a majority of 7 th grade students or above"
(Texas UIL. 2012b, Section 1102.b.2.B). Entry of such groups is likelier to occur
among smaller choral programs.
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of the raw composite scores for both SATB and SAB choirs, including both Varsity
and Non-Varsity entries. Choirs that were labeled "DNA" (Did Not Arrive) or "DQ"
(Disqualified) did not receive a rating. Between 2006 and 2012, a total of 12 SAB
choirs were disqualified, compared to only three SATB choirs were. Likewise, 14
SAB choirs did not participate (DNA), compared to three SATB choirs. These
eliminated choirs (n = 32) were not included in the calculation of mean ratings.

A determination was made, based upon·the voicing of each choir's concert
literature as published on the University Interscholastic League Official Concert &

Sight Reading Contest Results (Texas UIL, 2012a), to classify a mixed choir as havmg
sight read SATB or SAB literature. If two of a choir's three literature selections were
SATB voicing, they were categorized as having sight read SATB literature; if two of
the three were any combination of SAB, three-part mixed, or tvvo-part voicing, they
were categorized as having sight read SAB literature, the only other option available
under current UIL guidelines for middle school mixed choirs (Texas UIL, 2012b).
When the voicing of an octavo was not listed on the Texas UIL website, the online
commercial music publishing databases of J. W. Pepper Music (2012) and Penders
Music (2012a), two leading distributors of school choral music, were consulted. If
there were multiple mixed voicing options for a given selection, and a majority of
repertoire voicing was unable to be ascertained, the researcher contacted the
director of record to discover what voicing was used. Director contact information
was obtained accessing Texas Music Educators Association Membership Directory
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(Texas Music Educators Association, 2012) online. Directors were then contacted
via e-mail, phone, or social media websites. There were 128 instances of unknown
voicing for choirs from 2006 - 2012, for which choral directors were contacted. Of
these, 26 were unable to be resolved. Therefore, results from those 26 choirs were
excluded from the data set.
New choral literature is composed each year expressly for use in the UIL Sight
Reading Contest. The composer of mixed music is required to write both an SATB
and an SAB arrangement of the same piece. This music is composed for each of the
different voicing (SAB, SATB, SSA, etc), conference (CCC, BBB, AAAAA, etc), and
proficiency (Varsity, Non-Varsity) classifications. The scope of this study was
restricted to the SATB and SAB octavos used for Varsity and Non-Varsity choirs in
the C, CC, and CCC conferences.
The titles of the pertinent octavos used in the 2006 -2012 UIL Sight Reading
Contest were obtained by consulting an unpublished database of UIL sight reading
titles maintained by Penders Music (2012b). The 28 octavos used in this study
(SATB Varsity, SAB Varsity, SATB Non-Varsity, SAB Non-Varsity for each year) were
acquired and formally analyzed (see Appendix B for titles and composers). The
analysis of each piece consisted of a determination of key, range of each voice part,
inclusion or omission of optional notes at male range extremes, and ratio of chords
in root position to those in inversion. For the purposes of pitch and range
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d1scussion, the International Acoustic Society1s Octave Identification System was
used, wherein Middle C = C4.
1

1

The sole dependent variable consisted of the adjudicator s ratings of a choir s
sight reading contest performance. Independent variables included sight reading
literature voicing and a choir's proficiency designation (Varsity or Non-Varsity), as
well as the number of chords in root-position and inversion and individual vocal
ranges of the various choral octavos.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Research Question 1
What is the percentage of middle school choirs performing SATB UIL sight reading
literature versus the choirs performing SAB literature? What differences, if any, are
there between contest ratings for middle school choirs sight reading SATB literature
and the choirs reading SAB literature?
From 2006-2012, there were 842 middle school mixed choir entries to the Texas
UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest. Figure 10 shows that 62.95°/c_) (n = 530) of
these were classified as sight reading SAB, 33.97% (n = 286) as reading SATB, and
3.09% (n = 26) with undetermined voicing. Figure 11 indicates that considerably
more middle school choir directors chose to have their mixed choirs sight read SAB
rather than SATB literature. Even though the overall number of choirs reading SAS
declined from 84 in 2006 to 63 in 2012, the number of choirs reading SATB
remained relatively constant, at 42 in 2006 and 41 in 2012. Although more choirs
sight read SAB literature, Table 4 indicates that choirs reading SATB received higher
ratings. The mean composite rating for all SATB choirs receiving scores from 20062012 (n = 280), 3.85 (SD= 2.02), was 3.34 points better than that of all SAB choirs
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receiving scores (n = 504), 7.21 (SD= 3.86). Furthermore, the mean SATB rating was
at least 2.78 points better than that of the SAB every single year, from 2006-2012 .

SAB

□ SATB
■ Undetermined

Figure 10

Percentage of Texas UIL Middle School Mixed Choir Entries by Sight Reading
Voi cing, 2006-2012.
N= 842
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Number of Texas UIL Midd le School Mixed Choir Entries by Sight Reading Vo icing.
N =842. Chart does not incl ude the mixed choirs with unidentified voicing (n = 26).
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Table 4
Mean Sight Reading Composite Rating of All Texas UIL SATB and SAB Middle School
Choirs

SATS

Year

n

2006

41

2007

Mean Rating

SAS
Mean Rating

SD

80

8.28

3.70

2.64

73

6.51

3.50

3.56

1.45

74

7.85

4.22

36

3.89

2.01

82

6.67

3.85

2010

40

3.73

1.69

69

7.23

3.85

2011

40

3.28

1.24

65

6.95

3.80

2012

39

3.64

1.66

61

6.85

3.92

SD

n

4.20

2.53

43

3.63

2008

41

2009

Note. Composite rating was calculated by combining the individual ratings of the

three adjudicators. Three is the highest possible composite score, representing
three individual ratings of Superior (1), while 15 is the lowest, representing three
ratings of Poor (5). Mean rating for all SATB choirs (n = 280) was 3.85
(SD= 2.02); for all SAS choirs (n = 504), it was 7.21 (SD== 3.86).
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Research Question 2
What percentage of chords in each year's SAB and SATB UIL middle school sight
reading music occur in root-position, unison or octave, or inversion? How do these
numbers differ between SAB and SATB selections? Is there any correlation between
average SAB or SATB middle school sight reading rati

and the ratio of chords in

root position compared to those in inversion?
The percentages of chords occurring in toot-position, inversion, and unison or
octave between the SATB and SAB UIL mixed choir sight reading literature is
presented in Table 5. Results of analysis show that there is a much higher ratio of
chords occurring in inversion in all years of SAB literature than in SATB. There is

aiso a higher ratio of unison or octave occurrences in SAB. In fact, unisons and
octaves are quite rare in the SATB literature, occurring in only two of the seven
years, and even then, accounting for only 3.60% (in 2006) and 0.93% (in 2007) of
the overall chord structure.

Though consistent trends between chord position and mean rating \-Vere difficult
to observe, it is interesting that 2006 was the year with the lowest mean compoc;ite

sight reading rating for choirs reading both SATB (4.201 SD= 2.53) and SAB (8.28,
SD::: 3.70) literature (see Table 4). Likewise, this same year's compositions

repres~nted the highest percentage of unisons and octaves of all SATB (3.60%) and
SAB (16.()0o/0 ) 1iterature, as well as the second highest percentage of chords in
inversion among SAB pieces (40.0%) (see Table 5).
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Table 5

Percentage of Chords by Position in All SATB and SAB Texas UIL Middle School Sight
Reading Octavos

% Root Position

% Inversion
SATB

SAB

SAB

% Unison/ 8ve

Year

SATB

SATB

SAB

2006

72.97%

44.00%

22.52%

40.00%

3.60%

16.00%

2007

76.64%

49.59%

30.84°/c)

37.40%

0.93%

13.82'-Xi

2008

72.44%

55.32%

27.56%

31.91°A)

0.00%

12.77%

2009

71.68%

56.14%

28.32%

41.23%

0.00%

8.7'7%

2010

75.23%

68.14%

24.77%

23.01 %

0.00%

8.85%

2011

82.86%

61.24%

17.14%

21.71%

0.00%

9.30%

2012

71.88%

64.10%

28.13%

27.35%

0.00%

8.55%

Research Question 3
What are the individual vocal ranges in each SAB and SATB middle school sight
reading octavo? How do the male ranges compare between SAB and SATE pieces?
How do these ranges compare with recommended ranges for adolescent singers'!
Measured in terms of number of half steps, the average range of boys, voice parts
(Tenor and Bass) in SATB voicing for all years was 5.5. The average range of the
Baritone part in SAB voicing was 7.71, wider by more than two half steps. Table 6
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shows the ranges, further divided into Varsity and Non-Varsity categories, for all
boys' voice parts from 2006-2012. The ranges of the Tenor;

and Baritone parts

covered the following spans:
Tenor: G3-E4
Bass: C3-B3 (Though 2012 was the only year to go below D3).
Baritone: 03-83 (Non-Varsity optional notes extended up to D4)
In all but one year, optional notes to replace the lowest notes in the Non-Varsity SAB
Baritone part (D3, with D4 as optional) were provided. No optional notes were
provided, however, for any of the Varsity SAB pieces. The Tenor part, with an
average range of 4.43, was the narrowest of the male ranges.
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the above three ranges, representative of Texas
UIL SATB and SAB sight reading literature from 2006-2012 with Cooksey>s
1

recommended ranges and tessituras for the stages of male adolescent vocal
development. Referring to Cooksey's six stages, male students in the Midvoice ii and
IIA stages would be able sing pitches in the UIL Tenor range; those in the New and
Settling Baritone stages would be able to sing the Bass pitches; and those in the
Mid voice IIA, New Baritone, and Settling Baritone stages would be able to sing the
UIL Baritone pitches. None of the UIL Tenor, Bass, or Baritone ranges, hm,vever,
would be accessible to male students with unchanged voices or in the M1dvoice I
stage.
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Table 6
Range Width of Boys' Voice Parts In Texas UIL SATE and SAB Middle School Sight
Reading Literature

Non-Varsity

Varsity
Year

Tenor

Bass

Baritone

Tenor

Bass

Baritone

2006

7

9

9

7

9

9*

2007

3

9

9

3

5

9*

2008

5

5

5

3

5

7

2009

5

5

9

3

5

9*

2010

3

5

5

3

5

5*

2011

3

9

8

5

5

9:;.

2012

5

11

9

7

5

5*

Note. Range was calculated as the nurn ber of half steps. Tenor and Bass voicing
indicates SATB literature, while Baritone indicates SAB. *=alternate high notes
were available to replace notes at the lowest extreme of the range.
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Figure 12. Comparison of Texas UIL Tenor, Bass, and Baritone Ranges from
2006-2012 Middle School Mixed Choir Sight Reading Literature with Cooksey's
Stages of Adolescent Male Vocal Development.
Adapted from "Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia
Publishing, p. 13.

Research Question 4
Is there any correlation between average SAB or SATB sight reading ratings and
width or extremes of students', particularly male students', vocal ranges in that

Though consistent trends were not obvious, a few anomalies warrant note. Of the
Non-Varsity SAB selections, the poorest mean composite rating (9.38, SD= 4.05)
occurred in 2008; the only year in which no optional high notes were provided as
alternatives to singing D3. In 2006, the Varsity SATB selection had the widest Tenor
range (7, compared with 3 and 5 the other years), the lowest Tenor note, G3, as well
as the widest Soprano range (12, compared with 7, 8, or 9 most years), and the
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lowest Soprano note (D4, compared with f#4 or G4 most years). Interestingly, that
same year Varsity SATB choirs had the poorest mean composite rating ( 4.23,
SD= 2.51).

The second poorest Varsity SATB mean composite rating (3.87, SD= 2.65)
occurred in 2007, when the sight reading piece had a wide and low Soprano range
(exact same as 2006), along with the highest Bass span (B3). The best SATB Varsity
rating (3.44, SD= 1.16) occurred in 2011, when the contest music had tht-:- narrowest
Tenor (31 and Soprano (7) ranges; however, Altos had their widest range (9) and
Basses had their second widest range (9). The overall average range of boys· vojce
parts in SATB was 5.5 corresponding with a mean rating of 3.85 (SD:;;: 2.02), in SAS
1

the range was 7.71 corresponding with a mean rating of 7.21 (SD= 3.86).
1

Research Question 5
What trends can be seen in percentages of overall UIL middle school mixed choirs
that perform as mixed choirs versus gender choirs?
From 2006-2012 9089 middle school choirs participated in UIL Concert and
1

Sight Reading Contest in 28 regions across the state of Texas. As Figure 13 shows, of
those 9089, only 842, or 9.27%, were mixed choirs. Table 7 shows the breakdown

by year of middle school mixed, treble, and Tenor/ Bass choirs entered

in

UIL

Though the total number of choirs participating annually increased 290/o between
2006 and 20 .12 (from 1130 to 1461). the number of Tenor/ Bass choirs
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participating increased 56% (from 248 to 380), corresponding with a 21 % decrease
in mixed choirs (from 138 to 109). In fact, over the course of the seven years, there
were 10 instances of regions having no middle school mixed choir entries.

842
(9.27%)

Single Gender

D

Mixed Gender

Figure 13
Texas UIL Middle School Mixed Versus Gender Choir Entries from 2006-2012.
N = 9084
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Table 7
Texas UIL Middle School Choir Entries by Voicing

Year

All Choirs

Mixed

Treble

Tenor/ Bass

2006

1130

138

744

248

2007

1160

121

775

265

2008

1246

124

838

284

2009

1282

1

853

306

2010

1375

115

932

329

2011

1430

110

963

358

2012

1461

109

972

380
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

Research Question 1
What is the percentage of middle school choirs performing SATB UIL sight reading
literature versus the choirs performing SAB literature? What differences, if any, are
there between contest ratings for middle school choirs sight reading SATB literature
and the choirs reading SAB literature?
Though the total number of middle school choirs sight reading SAB literature
(n

=530) was much higher than those reading SATB literature (n =286), the ratings

for the SATB choirs were much better. The mean composite rating for all choirs
sight reading SATB literature (3.85, SD= 2.02) was 3.34 points better than that of
the SAB choirs (7.21, SD= 3.86). These differences become even more apparent
when the choirs are further categorized into Varsity and Non-Varsity divisions.
While 56.36% of all Varsity mixed choirs (n

=605) sight read SAB (n =341), an

overwhelming 89. 71 % of all Non-Varsity mixed choirs (n = 204) sight read SAB (n =
183). In fact, from 2006-2012, only 21 middle school choirs in the entire state of
Texas were entered into UIL contest as Non-Varsity SATB choirs.
The mean score of Varsity choirs sight reading SATB (n = 262) was 3.76
(SD= 3.63), while that of the Non-Varsity choirs (n = 18) was 5.22 (SD= 2.98), a

difference of 1.46 poi.nts. These numbers should be viewed with caution, however,
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due to the small sample size of Non-Varsity SATB choirs. In fact in 2008 there were
no scored Non-Varsity SATB entries for the entire state. 3 The difference in rating
between the SAB groups can, however, be more reliably considered. The mean score
of Varsity SAB choirs was 6.82 (n = 331, SD= 3.83), yet the mean Non-Varsity rating
was 7.95 (n = 173, SD= 3.82), a difference of 1.13 points. It is not completely
unexpected that Non-Varsity groups would score lower than did Varsity groups;
however, one must remember that the pieces are composed at differing levels of
difficulty as well.
The considerable difference in ratings between middle school ch01rs reading
SATB and SAB literature would seem to indicate that the SAB literature must be
more difficult for students to perform. If this is true, then why do the majority of
middle school directors choose to have their choirs sight read SAB? One possible
reason could be the belief that the boys lack the musical independence to be able to
sing in two parts, as required by SATB literature (S. Gulley, personal communication,
October 15, 2012; T. Bradstreet, personal communication, October 15, 2012).
Another possibility is the director's perception that the boys may be too few in
number if divided into two parts to successfully balance the number of girls in the
choir (A. Bond, personal communication, October 13, 2012).

In 2008 there was only one Non-Varsity SATB entry; however, this group was
disqualified during the sight reading portion of the contest. Therefore no rating was
assigned.
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Yet another reason concerns the makeup of the boy's section in a given year. One
director reported selecting SAB sight reading because that year his choir lacked any
true Tenors (J. Bourdier_, personal communication, October 13, 2012), while another
cited the lack of Basses, noting that the range of the SAB Baritone part required him
to transpose the piece higher (J. Price, personal communication, October 12, 2012).
Such situations highlight the need for more voicing options to address the diverse
ranges in middle school mixed choirs.
Perhaps consideration of additional three-part voicing options for Texas UIL
middle school choirs might be beneficial. For those choirs lacking Basses> the low
range of the Baritone, lower even than that allowed by Texas UIL for Basses, is not
an accessible option. Perhaps adding an SAT option, or even a three-part-mixed one,
might accommodate choirs with boys in the early to mid-stages of voice change, as
the third part tends to be higher than most SATB Bass or SAB Baritone parts. An
added benefit of the three-part-mixed setting is the traditional use of gender neutral
labels, thus enabling a director to assign boys to the middle, or traditionally "Alto"
part, without fear of stigmatization.
Another option to accommodate mixed choirs with boys whose voices are either
unchanged or in the earliest stages of change, would be to allow them to perf,Jrm
three-part treble, or SSA, literature. The ranges of the Texas UIL Alto parts for all
Varsity and Non-Varsity SSA pieces from 2006-2012 for middle school treble choirs
stayed well within Cooksey's recommendations for boys in the Unchanged, Midvoice
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I, and Midvoice II stages. The ranges spanned from C4 to A4, with the majority of
pieces remaining between C4 and F4. A gender neutral re-labeling of the parts,
however, would be advisable, to prevent possible embarrassment to boys.
.

'

Given the current two voicing options available to mixed choirs under the Texas
UIL requirements, directors should consider the results of this study, which indicate
that middle school mixed choirs seem to achieve considerable more success in Texas
UIL Sight Reading Contest when performing SATB, rather than SAB, literature.

Research Question 2
1

What percentage of chords in each year s SAB and SATB Texas UIL middle school
sight reading music occur in root-position, unison or octave, or inversion? How do
these numbers differ between SAB and SATB selections? Is there any correlation
between average SAB or SATB middle school sight reading ratings and the ratio of
chords in root position compared to those in inversion?
Table 5 shows that there is a much higher occurrence of both chords in inversion
and unison or octave intervals in the body of SAB sight reading literature. It is
notable that the year with the highest percentage of chords in unison or inversion in
both SATB and SAB literature coincided with the worst composite ratings m both
categories. These results seem to support Cooper's assertion that attempting unison
singing with early adolescent singers was "unfruitfut (in Collins, 1982, p. 8). The
higher frequency of unison and octave occurrences within the body of SAB sight
reading compositions does coincide with poorer ratings for choirs in that category.
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The factthat 74.63% of all chords in the SATB compositions occurred in root
position, compared with only 56.83% in the SAB ones could be a factor in explaining
the discrepancy in ratings. Though consistent trends between chord position and
mean rating were difficult to observe, the poorer ratings received by SAB choirs do
correspond with much higher instances of chords in inversion.
The composing of linear melodic lines within the Texas UIL guidelines (2011a)
for harmony, melody, and range necessitate the use of more chords in inversion for
SAB voicing. In an effortto better understand the restrictions placed upon
composers by the current UIL compositional guidelines, the author ei1deavored to
compose sight reading music for both Varsity and Non-Varsity middle school SAB
and SATB choirs. The difficulties and limitations facing composers became
immediately apparent. In order to accommodate the allowable ranges, keys, melodic
leaps, and allowable harmonies, as well as attempting to adhere to standards of
good part-writing, avoiding having many chords in inversion in the SAB composition
was not possible.

Research Question 3
What are the individual vocal ranges in each SAB and SATB middle school sight
reading octavo? How do the male ranges compare between SAB and SATB pieces?
How do these ranges compare with recommended ranges for adolescent smgers?
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The three traditionally male voice parts used with Texas UIL middle school mixed
choirs are Tenor, Bass, and Baritone. Table 6 shows the specific ranges of those
three parts for the Varsity and Non-Varsity mixed octavos from 2006-2012. It also
shows the Baritone and Bass parts to be considerably wider than the Tenor. Figure
14 compares the Texas UIL acceptable middle school vocal ranges with the actual
vocal ranges (from 2006-2012) and with Gackle and Cooksey's adolescent range
recommendations along with ages of onset. The decision to include the female
ranges was made for the sake of finding the most appropriate vocal range for
singers in all stages of vocal maturation. While Gackle's female ages of pubertal
onset are non-controversial, the debate about male ages of onset has been
addressed. The male ages shown in Figure 14 represent an amalgamation of
Cooksey's suggestions with results of research regarding the onset of male voice
change (Killian & Moore, 1997; Killian & Wayman, 2010; Moore, 1995). As the ages
of most US middle school students span from 11 - 14 years, Figure 14 shows that a
middle school choir director could realistically to have students in up to nine
different stages of vocal maturation in one choir. This means addressing the
daunting task of trying to accommodate nine distinct vocal ranges when selecting
music.
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A. Texas U/L Acceptable Middle School Vocal Ranges
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Figure 14. Comparison of (A) Texas UlL Acceptable Middle School Vocal Ranges with (B)
Texas UIL Actual Ranges (2006-2012) and with (C) Gackle & Cooksey's Recommended

Ranges for Adolescents With Ages of Onset.
Adapted from "Working With Adolescent Voices," by J. Cooksey, 1999, Concordia
Publishing, p. 13 and "Finding Ophelia's Voice, Opening Ophelia's Heart: Nurturing the
Adolescent Female Voice," by L. Gackle, 2011, Heritage Music Press, pp. 21-24
Note. Section 8: 2012 was the only year the SATB/ SAB Alto range expanded beyond 04 B4; It was also the only year the SATB Bass expanded below 03; For the SSA Alto, there
was on]y one year where the range rose above G4, in fact the majority remained within
C4 - F4. Ages for Cooksey's male stages are a composite of the recommendations from
Cooksey (1999), Killian & Moore (1997), Killian & Wayman (2010), and Moore (1995).
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Figure 14, Section A, shows the acceptable middle school vocal ranges for 'T'exas
UIL sight reading music. As previously mentioned, current Texas UIL compositional
guidelines do not specify which of the two Soprano and Tenor ranges should apply
to the composition of SATB and SAB music (Texas UIL, 2011a). Section B shows,
however, that composers have chosen to write to the extremes of both range
options. For example, Section A shows the Tenor I acceptable range as A3-f#4 and
the Tenor II range as F3-D4. Actual SATB compositions' Tenor ranges spanned from
G3-E4, too low for the Tenor I range and too high for the Tenor II range. The SATB
and SAB Soprano parts span the range of Soprano I, the wider of the two options;
SATB and SAB Alto parts come within one half step of the allowable maximum
range; SATB Bass parts span the entire allowable range; yet, none of the SAB
Baritone parts employ the lowest M3, or the highest m2 allowed by Texas U!L
guidelines.
Texas UIL allows for an SAB Baritone r,:rnge from Bh2-C4 The pieces written from
2006-2012, however, exhibit a restricted Baritone range, from D3-B3. The SAB
Baritone parts in existence, with self-imposed Baritone range limits of D3-B3, are
already only fully accessible by boys in the Midvoice IIA, New Baritone, or Settling
Baritone stages - the latest of Cooksey's stages of male vocal maturaticn. Even then,
the Baritone range does not fully lie within the tessitura recommendations for any
of those three parts. A Baritone part composed down to Bh2 would only be
accessible by boys in the final, Settling Baritone, stage; and it wouid lie outside the
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tessitura recommendations for every single one of Cooksey1 s six stages. Why have
composers not thus far exploited the full range options at their disposal? Perhaps
they, presumably familiar with adolescent voices for whom they compose, realize
that this compositional guideline is not aligned with actual range capapilities of
middle school boys. The difficulties of accommodating many different voice types
under the banner of the SAB "Baritone" has already been discussed in detail. The
problem could potentially be compounded further simply by following current
compositional guidelines set forth by Texas UIL. The fact that the Texas UIL range
guidelines allow for the Baritone part to extend two half steps lower than the Bass
part (C3) is an indicator that something is not right. Perhaps it is time to reevaluate
the range.allowances for Texas UIL middle school mixed choirs.
Notable is the fact that the Alto part for SSA literature is considerably narrower
than that of SATB and SAB literature. The former spans a M6, but the vast majority
of SSA Alto parts from 2006-2012 were actually restricted to the P4 between C4 and
F4. While the wider SATB and SAB Alto ranges of an octave might not be
comfortable for most boys, except for those with completely unchanged voices, the
SSA Alto part might provide a comfortable alternative for choirs whose boys are in
only the earliest stages of voice change - the Unchanged, Midvoice I, and Midvoice II
stages. Actual SATB Tenor ranges from 2006 -2012, G3-E4, would be best suited for
boys in the Midvoice II and IIA stages. SATB Bass ranges are most appropriate for
New and Settling Baritones. SAB Baritone parts are only appropriate for those boys
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jn the latest stages of voice change, and even then, the higher ends of that range may
result in discomfort for such singers.
As Figure 14 illustrates, not all adolescent boys can successfully sing notes in the
ranges of the three traditionally male voice parts. In SAB choirs with boys in all
stages of vocal maturation, the director must make the decision to either have all
boys sing the Baritone part, knowing they will not all be able to access all of the
pitches, or to assign some boys to traditionally female voice parts. In truth,
assignment to Alto in some situations would likelier be more comfortable for some
boys in early stages of voice change. The pitfalls of assigning boys to voice parts vvith
feminine labels, however, has also been addressed. If a mixed choir category is going
to continue to be staple of the Texas UIL Sight Reading Contest, perhaps a
reevaluation of the part labels used might also be beneficial.

Research Question 4
Is there any correlation between average SAB or SATB sight reading ratings and
width or extremes of students', particularly male students', vocal ranges in that
year's music?
ln both the Varsity and Non-Varsity divisions, middle school choirs sight reading

SATB literature scored considerably better than those reading SAB literature in
Texas UIL Sight Reading Contest. The mean range size of the male voice parts for the
SATB compositions was 5.5, while the mean SATB rating was 3.85 (SD= 2.02). The
mean r;.mge size of the male voice part for the SAB compositions was 7.7., while the
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mean rating was 7.21 (SD= 3.86). It is possible that there is a connection between
the wider range spans in the SAB literature and the poorer ratings.
The poorest Varsity SATB mean composite rating (4.23, SD= 2.S1) occurred in
2006, when the Soprano and Tenor ranges were the widest and lowest. In fact, this
was the only year in which the Tenor range extended down to G3, notably outside
the allowable Texas UIL range for Tenor Is. Conversely, in 2011, when the Varsity
SATB mean composite rating (3.44, SD= 1.16) was highest, 2011, the Tenor range
was the narrowest. The tenor range that year spanned a mere m3, from B3-D4,
comfortably within the acceptable Texas UIL ranges for both Tenor Is and Tenor IIs.
The poorest mean composite rating among the Non-Varsity SATB choirs (7.67,
SD= S.03, n = 3), occurred in 2012, which also saw the highest Soprano range,

extending up to ES, and the widest and highest Tenor range, spanning a PS from
A3-E4, Though the ES in the Soprano part does fall within the Texas UIL acceptable
ranges for Soprano Is, it exceeds the allowable range for Soprano IIs. Considering
that this music was composed for use by Non-Varsity choirs, presumably less
advanced than their Varsity counterparts, perhaps a specification requiring
adherence to the Texas UIL Soprano II range, which expands only up to DS, might be
advisable. According to the Texas UIL acceptable ranges, the 2012 Non-Varsity SATB
Tenor range included the lowest allowable note for Tenor Is and exceeded the high
range iimit for Tenor Ils.
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Though consistent trends between the span of all voice part ranges and mean
composite rating were not immediately apparent, it appears that the range of the
Tenor part holds particular importance. Though further study would be necessary
to determine if there is a true correlation between Tenor range and ensemble rating,
it is notable that for the SATB Varsity choirs, the best and worst ratings
corresponded respectively with the narrowest and widest Tenor ranges. Perhaps
the Tenor part is critical due to the number of boys in the earlier, less stable stages
of voice mutation who would likely be singing that part. Cooksey (1999) noted the
particular difficulty facing boys in the Midvoice II and IIA stages in terms of voice
control and dexterity. The recommended tessituras for these two stages, G#3-F4 and
f#3-D 4 respectively, would be better accommodated by the Tenor than the Bass
voice parts in SATB literature.
In both the Varsity and Non-Varsity divisions, more mixed choirs were entered as
SATB groups than as SAB, though again in both divisions, ratings were noticeably
higher for SATB groups. Particularly notable is the small number of middle schools
competing at the Non-Varsity SATB level. In fact, between 2006 and 2012, there
were only 21 Non-Varsity SATB entries, though there were 183 Non-Varsity SAB
entries. Perhaps, especially at the Non-Varsity level, choirs have small numbers of
boys, or less advanced boys; though this is precisely why directors of Non-Varsity
mixed choirs should consider sight reading SATB literature. The ranges are much
more narrow and manageable, and having two parts allows for better
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accommodation of multiple male voice types than would the lone Baritone part in
SAB literature. The data show that sight reading ratings are aiso much higher for the
Non-Varsity SATB choirs than for SAB choirs.
It is of importance to note that 6 of the 7 Non-Varsity SAB octavos from 2006-2012 include optional high notes that can be sung in place of the low D3s, which
would be out of the range of boys in the first three of Cooksey's stages of voice
change. It is also quite remarkable that the lone year in which the Non-Varsity SAB
octavo did not include optional notes, 2008, saw the lowest mean composite rating
for that division, 9.38. None of the Varsity SAB compositions; however, include
optional notes. Nowhere in the Texas UIL (2011a) sight reading composition
guidelines does it address the inclusion or omission of optional notes for SAB sight
reading compositions in either division. Thus, it is an enigma that only the NonVarsity pieces include them. Perhaps there is the presumption that boys performing
in a Varsity mixed choir might be more advanced 4 than those singing Non-Varsity,
hence the lack of optional notes in the Varsity compositions. However, even if the
Varsity boys were more experienced, nuanced, and advanced musicians, their
physiological development would not occur any differently than in their Non-Varsity
counterparts.

Competing as Varsity does not necessarily mean a choir is particularly advanced,
or is a school's (/top" choir among many. In many instances, particularly in smaller
choral programs, it may be the only choir. With a fevv rare exceptions. a school's first
Texas UIL entry within a given year must be made at the Varsity level.
4
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Cooksey (1978) calls for optional voicing as well as two, three, and four part
aiTangements to allow the choral director more flexibility in meeting his/her
students; vocal needs, thus allowing the voices to mature more naturally. Collins
offers more specific guidance regarding the use of optional notes:
When the part moves above middle Cit is helpful to provide optional notes
for those boys who are unable to produce those pitches. Conversely, when
the part moves below F, 4th line bass clef, there should be optional notes for
the 'Light Baritone' who has not yet added the lower tones. (1982, p. 7)
The use of optional notes in all Texas UIL SAB sight reading octavos intended for
middle school choirs should be mandatory. Perhaps the implementation of optional
notes to replace the lowest tones in the SAB Varsity octavos would result in ratings
more aligned with those from their SATB Varsity counterparts.
Baker (2004) and Killian (1998, 1999b, 2000) both noted the importance of
literature selection on choral festival rating outcomes and the correlation between
literature and a choir's rating. In the same way, literature has an impact on sight
reading ratings. The difference is that directors are not at liberty to peruse the sight
reading music in advance to make a decision regarding voicing and ranges. In the
case of Texas UIL Concert and Sight Reading Contest, the majority voicing of a
choir's selection of concert literature determines that the choir will sight read one of
two voicing options: SATB or SAB. As the previous pages of this study have
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illustrated, there is a high degree of range variability possible in a given year's sight
reading octavos. Until more voicing options are made available to Texas UIL middle
school mixed choirs, directors are essentially required to make a choice between the
lesser of two evils: dividing the number of boys into two sections or singing a single
male voice part with a wider range.

Research Question 5
What trends can be seen in percentages of overall UIL middle school mixed choirs
that perform as mixed choirs versus gender choirs?
In 2006, there were 138 middle school mixed choir UIL entries for the entire state
of Texas, comprising 12.21 % of 1130 entries in all middle school voicing categories.
In 2012, there were 109 mixed entries, accounting for only 7.46% of 1461 total
entries. The total number of middle school choirs entering the Texas UIL contest has
increased considerably, though both the number and the percentage of entries
represented by mixed choirs have noticeably decreased. Coinciding with this
decrease in mixed choirs is a marked increase in the number of Tenor/Bass choir
entries. These male-only choirs increased from 248, or 21.95% of the total in 2006
to 380, or 26.01 % of the total in 2012.
This shift in numbers indicates a likelihood that more schools are moving away

from mixed choir classes at the middle school level, electing instead to have gender
choir classes, the success of which has been noted and discussed. While the data of
this study indicate that middle school mixed choirs achieved better contest ratings
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when sight reading SATB literature than SAB literature, the researcher would
hypothesize that male students, in particular, fare even better when performing in
gender rather than mixed choirs.
Though the number of mixed choirs decreased by 29 from 2006-2012, the
number of Tenor/Bass choirs increased by 132. This represents a net increase of
103 more choir entries in which boys are participating. This is assuredly a positive
trend, and one to be encouraged. Freer (2007) reported a major decrease in boys
enroiled in choral programs once they reached the middle school grades. However,
if adolescent boys were taught in gender choirs, where they might be expected to be
more successful than in mixed choirs, this trend need not continue. My experience
teaching middle school boys has shown that it can take time and politicking to
convince a school administration to move from mixed to gender choirs, followed by
more time growing the Tenor/Bass choral program and getting boys personally
vested in it. Yet, the positive outcomes experienced by boys unafraid to sing out
confidently, bonding with one another, taking ownership of their changing voices,
and being the first in their district to attend and achieve success at the Texas UIL
Concert and Sight Reading Contest as a Tenor/Bass choir were absolutely worth the
effort.
Situations are different for every choral program. Some directors may teach boys
in mixed choirs due to administrative or schedule mandates, or perhaps they do so
due to matters of personal taste and teaching philosophy. Whether tedching
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adolescent boys in a mixed or a Tenor /Bass environment, however, the importance
of regularly assessing the state of boys' changing voices and of properly assigning
voice parts cannot be overstated. To be able to best address the vocal needs of
adolescent male singers, teachers must first become aware of the indicators of voice
change and of how to properly assess such changes. Killian (2003) suggested that
teachers were vastly underestimating the number of boys with changing and
changed voices in their choral programs. ·
Conclusion

The analysis of vocal ranges and chord structures found in Texas UIL middle
school mixed choral sight reading octavos and of corresponding choral sight
reading contest ratings indicate that it is time to consider making changes to the
current Texas UIL compositional guidelines, in order to better accommodate
adolescent singers. The difficulties of the allowable ranges, particularly that of the
Baritone part, have been discussed, as well as the ambiguity surrounding which
ranges to use when writing for SAB or SATB choirs.
The allowable keys of C, F, and G Major are also somewhat problematic. All of the
mixed octavos for the years 2006-2012 are in the key of G Major. In fact, an
examination of the mixed octavos all the way back to the year 2000 indicated that all
but one year's octavos were composed in the key of G Major. The one exception
occurred for the Varsity SATB and SAB pieces of 2000, which were written in F
Major. As a result of this key decision, the Bass part of the SATB piece extended
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down to C3. Even more problematic, the Baritone part of the SAB piece, which had
no optionai notes, also extended down to C3, well beyond the range of most
adolescent boys. None of the octavos written between 2000 and 2012 were
composed in the key of C Major. The key of C Major would necessitate that the SATB
Bass part either remain in a very high tessitura, around C4, or else in a very low
tessitura, around C3, neither of which would be recommended for adolescent
Basses. This difficulty would only be magnified for the SAE compositions.
For SAB compositions in G Major, the overwhelmingly most popular key, the
Baritone part usually extends down to D3. Due to this low range, and particularly
due to the lack of optional notes in the Varsity music, it is not uncommon for
directors of SAB choirs to raise the performance key to Ab Major or A Major,, as sight
reading is performed a cappelia under Texas UIL guidelines (2012a). Performing in
one of these keys would likely raise the highest Soprano note to EbS or ES, which is
not ideal, but which is arguably better than requiring the boys to sing notes entirely
out of range. Why not consider replacing the possible key of C Major with either A
Major or Ab Major and have students learn to sight read in the actual key of their
1

likely performance? The selection of C, F, and G Major as allowable keys seems
rather arbitrary. These keys might be considered the simplest wlth regards to
middle school instrumentalists, requiring the navigation of fewer fiats and sharps.
Such consideration really has no bearing, though, on vocalists. Adding either the key
of Ah Major or A Major ·. -vould theoretically necessitate singers' needing to become
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familiar with sight reading in with a new key; however, whereas instrumentalists
might be required to learn additional fingerings for new notes, singers simply need
to become acclimated with a new orientation of notes on the staff. In this regard,
vocal sight reading in Ah Major or A Major is no more difficult than sight reading in C
Major.
Cooksey's (1999) compositional guidelines for adolescent males call for giving
the melody to the changing voices much of the time, restricting the range of that
melody, and selecting a key that will keep the melody in the range of the changing
voices. His, along with Cooper's (in Collins, 1982) call for giving singers independent
melody lines necessitates the use of a more polyphonic, rather than homophonic,
texture. The Texas UIL compositional guidelines, however, specifically call for a
homophonic texture (201 la). In all of the mixed octavos used for Texas UIL Sight
Reading Contest from 2000-2012, the melody lies in the Soprano part, never in the
Tenor, Bass, or Baritone parts. Perhaps an experimentation with more melodydriven composition, which would thus necessitate a more polyphonic texture/ might
be beneficial. Nevertheless, choral educators are more likely to encounter melody
l.ines for boys with changing voices ( or any boys at all, for that matter) within the
body of TB and TTB sight reading literature available for gender choirs, rather than
in that for mixed choirs.
As discussed earlier, another consideration for mixed choirs would be the
inclusion of more voicing options for middle school choirs beyond SATB and SAB.
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Perhaps including three-part mixed (or simply relabeled SSA) for choirs with
younger male voices., SAT for those with true tenors and no basses. or even an
SATTB option, to accommodate more male voice ranges within the mixed choir
setting, might be worth investigating.
Final1y, the inclusion of optional notes to replace those at range extremes should
be required for all SAB sight reading compositions, at both the Varsity and NonVarsity levels. The existing range of the Baritone part is simply too large for all boys
to be expected to navigate. An issue arises, however, relating to current Texas UIL
melody regulations, which currently allow for "skips within the I, IV, V chords only,
to include all thirds and perfect 4th 511 (2011a). In the Non-Varsity SAB octavos which
include optional notes, the optional note is a D4, replacing a D3. The lower note, D3,
often occurs as a leap from tonic (G) down to dominant (D); in these cases, the
optional note would necessitate a leap from tonic (G) up to dominant (D); resulting
in the leap of a perfect 5th. Leaps of Sths are technically not allowed under current
Texas UIL compositional guidelines, though they exist within the body of NonVarsity SAB sight reading literature. Perhaps the guidelines might be rewritten to
allow for the leap of the perfect 5th resulting from a leap of tonic up to dominant

1

one not unfamiliar to most middle school singers.
It is the hope of this researcher that an earnest assessment and evaluation of the
current Texas UIL compositional guidelines for middle school mixed choir sight
s Presumably this is an error in the publication and should read "perfect 4ths;"
however, as it reads, it is ambiguous.
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reading literature might be undertaken by choral educators and changes
recommended. It is the duty of choral educators to feed their young singers music
which is accessible and which lends itself to successful performance. If we hope to
see the participation of adolescent and post-adolescent males in choir continue to
increase, it is imperative that such students not automatically be set up for failure by
the literature they are expected to perform. After all, as Collins (1982) wisely said,
"the voice should not be made to fit the music, the music should be made to fit the
voice" (p. 5).

Implications for Additional Studies
The challenges faced by adolescent singers, particularly male ones, in singing
Texas UIL mixed sight reading literature are numerous. Due in part to the vocal
ranges of this literature, ratings may not accurately reflect an ensemble's actual
sight reading ability,; consideration of sight reading ratings alone may not provide
an accurate reflection of an ensemble's musical ability either. Future study might
take into consideration differences between middle school mixed choir and gender
choir Texas UIL concert ratings and their sight reading ratings. As many changes
have been made, and continue to be made, to the Texas UIL Prescribed Music List, a
current analysis of the mixed choir voicing recommendations for middle school and
high school students is needed. Such analysis could provide valuable information
about whether or not contest literature requirements are m concert with range
rc·commendations for adolescent singers. Hash (2012) posited several hypotheses
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regarding educators, enthusiasm, or lack thereof, regarding the inclusion of sight
reading as part of state music festivals. Further study might include examination of
attitudes of music teachers towards the role of sight reading adjudication in state
choral (and instrumental) adjudicated festivals.
Killian (2003) demonstrated that music educators tend to dramatically
underestimate the number of boys in their choral programs who are undergoing
vocal mutation. Future assessment of choi-r directors, perceptions of male students'
voice change progress, compared with the students, observations and vvith actual
measurements of the students, voice mutation progress could be quite useful for
choral educators. This study could be further expanded to include a comparison of
these results with ratings by the same choirs at adjudicated festivals to see if a
correlation exists between accurate vocal stage identification and appropriate part
assignment, and the success of a choir as measured by contest ratings. Other topics
might include investigation into the effect of chord position (root versus inversion)
on choral tuning and the study of a possible correlation between vocal ranges,
particularly male vocal ranges, and ensemble ratings in adjudicated festivals.
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Appendix B
Titles and Composers of Texas UIL Middle School SATB and SAB Sight Reading
Octavos, 2006-2012
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Table Al

Titles ond Composers of Texas UlL Middle School SATB and SAB Sight Reading Octavos
2006 - 2011

Year

Division

Title

Composer

2006

Varsity

When Love Comes Knocking

Patti DeWitt

2006

Non-Varsity

Song of Prayer

Cameron Sullenberger

2007

Varsity

A Knight in Shining Armor

Patti DeWitt

2007

Non-Varsity

The Fly

Vicki Baker & Bryce Gage

2008

Varsity

Spring Prayer

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2008

Non-Varsity

Our Flag

Patti DeWitt

2009

Varsity

Spring

Omar & Jennifer Samaniego

2009

Non-Varsity

The Mole and the Eagle

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2010

Varsity

The Journey

Vicki Baker & Bryce Gage

2010

Non~Varsity

Mr. Nobody

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2011

Varsity

I Saw a Ship A-Sailing

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2011

Non-Varsity

The Lion and the Unicorn

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2012

Varsity

Foreign Lands

Anna Marie Gonzalez

2012

Non-Varsity

Love Me With Your Heart

Tim Winebrenner

Note. The composer writes an SATB and an SAB arrangement of the same title.
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